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Fair; Continued
Colder Sunday
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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO,

TEN PAGES

FIVE TRAKIffiJ KILLED
start and forced Hyland into clinches
TRAIN DASHES INTO tihia after time. Uting his vicious
SWITCH, ENGINE IN CLEVEright to the jaw to good effect, the
Sycamore farmer tottered the Pacific
LAND YARDS
coast boy repeatedly.
Had Hyland been a fighter of slowTEN PASSENGERS INJURED er recuperative power he would have
Hen knocked out in the fifth round.
Twice with hard swings to the jaw,
BROKEN RAILS DITCHES 'ORIEN- Thompson sent his man to the canvas.
TAL LIMITED ON THE BURThe first time Hyland took the count
of
LINGTON
eight, and the second knock down
kept him down nine seconds. He came
back strong, however, and although
Cleveland, O., Dec. 18. Five per
Thompson tried hard to land a knocksons are dead and two more may die out punch he failed.
as the result of a collision at East Sirs. Hyland was a spectator, alTwenty-sixtstreet early today be though few people knew she was prestween a switch engine and a Lake ent. The gate receipts were estimated
at $4,500. Sixty per cent of this went
Shore passenger train. Ten other to tlis
boxers, who divided it sixty
passengers were slightly injured. and forty per cent.
Those killed were all trainmen.
Betting was at even money. ThompThe wreck occurred at a point near son 'offered Hyland $200, to $400 ha
the Union Station. Snow was falling would knock him out, but Hyland reand it is believed that this was the fused the bet
Clarence Owens, the
reason for the accident as the red American association baseball umpire,
light was obscured. Several Vassar refereed.
girls on their way home to spend the
Christmas holidays, were among the SUGAR TRUST THIEVES
passengers and they aided in caring
GUILTY BY JURY
FOUN
for the injured.
,
New York, Dec. 18. The jury last
Broken Rail Ditches Limited.
night found guilty five of the six
Chicago, Dec. 18. Train No. 62, employes of the American Sugar Re
, on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy fining company, who have been on
railroad, known as the Oriental Lim trial for the last three weeks chargited, was wrecked early this morning ed with criminal conspiracy to deBear. Western Sprfngs, 111., by a broken fraud the government of customs durail, three Bleeping cars rolling down ties on imported raw sugar.
a steep embankment into the ditch
In the case of James F. Bender-naglAlthough the train was. running at a
a former cashier of the com
rate of 45 miles an hour .. at the pany's Williamsburg plant, the Jury
time of the derailment, no one was disagreed. Mercy is recommended for
killed, but many passengers received all those found guilty.
The jury was out ten hours. Under
Injuries: Only a few persons, however, were severely hurt
the indictment, Oliver Bpitier. a dock
The escape from an awful
superintendent, John R'. Coyle, Thomwas remarkable.. Had the as Kehoe, Edward Albert and Patrick
broken rail been fifty yards further Hennessy, checkers, may be punishwest the cars would have been pre- ed for the commission of two overt
embankment. acts, the maximum penalty ftor each
cipitated down a
There were fifty passengers in the of which is two years' imprisonment
day coach, but this car was not over- and $5.000 'fine.
' ""
turned.
The broken rail, termed by railroad WOMEN ARRAIGNED ON
men as a "snake Tall," instead of
v
A, CHARGE OF MURDER
piercing one of the car floors and
carrying death with it, coiled up be
New York, Dec. 18. Mrs. Caroline
neath the car In a confused tangle. E. Martin, the mother of Mrs. Ocey
Scarcely a passenger on the crowded Snead, the bath-tuvictim, created a
train escaped some injury.
scene in the Tombs court when arraigned today on a charge of murder.
CYCLONE JOHNNIE THOMPSON
She was denied permission to make a
DICK HYLAND statement.
OUTBOXES
Mrs. Martin, who was not
represented Jy counsel, declared she
Kansas City, Dec. 18. After ten meant to have her rights and resisted
rounds . of furious fighting "Cyclone tlie efforts of the court officers to quiet
Johnny". Thompson of Sycamore, 111., her. She was led screaming out of
was warded the decision over "Fight- the court room.
aunt f Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Snead,
ing Dick" Hyland of San Francisco,
here last night.
Ocey Snead, also was arraigned 'this
Thompson easily deserved the ver- morning on a charge of complicity in
dict. He rushed the battle from the the murder of her nfece.
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Dec. 18.

Mexi-

co's policy of peace and her relations
with the United States concerning
NIcaraguan and. other international
subjects, was the subject today of a
statement made"; here by Enrique
Creel, the confidential agent of the
Mexican ' government. Senor Creel
made the following statement to the
Associated Press: . ,
"Mexico has no intention of having
any, war with Guatemala or any other
country. .Our policy is one of peace.
Our relations with every country are

most cordial. Mexico has not made
any representations to the state de
partment to uphold the Zelaya ad
ministration. Not one word has yet
been said by me to the state depart
ment concerning the life of General
Zelaya or his safe conduct out of
Nicaragua. The relations between
Mexico and the . United States have
never been more cordial and this Is
sue of Nicaragua is too small an affair to change either the policy or
feelings of the United States government and our people, two of the
greatest republics." ;

IN
ZERO
COLORADO,
WYOMING AND NEW

STAKE THE DRY FARMERS
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec., 18 It was
announced today by the immigration
department of the Santa Fe Railway
that $25,000 or more will be send
by this railroad company to
strate the practicability of dry farmregions of New
ing In the semi-arid

Mexico. The hard working homestead
ers' in "all parts of the territory 'wftl
be supplied with the' necessary funds
and implements 'to continue the work
Professor J. D. Tinsley, of the New
Mexico Agricultural college has resigned to take charge of this work.

DITCHED BY DROKEH RAIL

PASSENGERS HAVE MIRACULOUS-ESCAPRaton, or was murdered. However,
FROM DEATH THIS
the latter theory seems the more probMORNING
able, sinee a contusion on the head
was the only wound found on the
body. Metcalf was probably stunned
NEAR
FULTON
ACCIDENT.
by, the fall from his horse and perished in the Cold while unconscious. Ha
UNIVERSITY
OF - COPENHAGEN
was due to reach Raton today to at- THREE REAR COACHES LEFT THE
NOT SATISFIED HE REACH-- !
tend the funeral of his father-in-law- ,
TRACK BUT DID NOT TURN .
'
J. P. Coe. The dead man's wife, from
ED POLE
OVER
..
whom he was divorced, will reach this
city tonight.' She was coming to atOFFICIAL
STATEMENT tend the funeral her father, who Is to A wreck, remarkable in that no ouw
be buried tomorrow.
was killed or seriously injured, occurred
UNDERSTOOD
IS
IT
shortly after 3 o'clock . this
HOWEVER,
GIRL
morning JuBt this side of Fulton, N.
EXPLORER'S DATA IS
DIES VERY SUDDENLY M., when eastbound Sajita Fe train
LACKING
No. 8, In charge of Conductor Da
Gladys Long, the
Reed, of Raton, and drawn by engine
of Mr. and Mrs. George Long Nos. 1220 and 1203, Engineers George
daughter
LIVELY
ROWASTICIPATEO of
Chicago, died in this city this after- Sellsi and XJeorge Ryan, respectively.
noon about 1 o'clock.' She came to was ditched by a broken rail. ThreeLas Vegas last September in company cars left the track, resting In a per
PRELIMINARY
REPORT
with her mother, who is residing herej ilous position on a steep embankment.
ANIMATED DISCUS- -'
The train, despite the fact that It waaN
' for the benefit of her health.
SION IT IS SAID
The child was in apparently good running
wa
as a double-headehealth until Thursday afternoon when brought to a stop almost immediate
Y
Copenhagen, Dec. 18. The Associ- she complained of feeling ill and ask- ly and the only damage done was the
alschool
and
ated Press is- informed by a high au- ed to be excused from
jarring up of the passengers, some
lowed to go home. She grew steadily of whom .were thrown from their,
the
of
committee
the
that
thority
worse after being put to bed and berths in the tourist car and Standard"
University of Copenhagen, in its
showed no signs of improvement, her Pullman.
examination of his records, condition being critical at all times
The first reports of the wreck to
has Jailed to discover proof that Dr. until the end came this afternoon. She reach this
city was that the entire
Cook ever reached the North Pole.
was the only chjld in the family and train Ijad left the rails and plunged
The consistory of the University of was bright and intelligent for her down 'a steep embankment, killing- Copenhagen) at a secret session today years and a favorite with all who knew several passengers
and Injuring a
received the preliminary report, cover-- ' her.
score.'
However, the announcement
ing the first stage of the work of
George Long, father of the deceas later on this morning that the wreck-- 1
the committee which is examining ed, left Chicago this morning on the ed train would be here at noon and
the North Pole records of Dr. Cook. California limited and will arrive here its arrival at that hour, set at rest the-An excited discussion followed. The Monday morning.
. ' alarming rumors.
committee has not concluded its
The body is at the Las Vegas Un.According to those on the triiln,
'"'''"'
dertaking parlors.
rft. 8, which did not stop jat Fulton,
The report was presented by Rector
was bowling along at a twenty-fiv- e
Torp,- but its nature was carefully PROBATE COURT DISPOSES
mile clip,- when, without warning, U'j
;..
guarded. , It was admitted the ', work
.
jumped f
OF, ESTATE MATTERS baeeaee car'suddenly
tiius tut accomplished has provoked
track and was followed by tha' fc3an-fsk
an animated discussion. RectoT Torp
The probate court held a busv ses car and Standard Pujlmah" following, ;
said he hoped the result would be sion this
morning, taking up several which cars were on the rear end,
made public before New Year's.
estate matters of Importance.
owing to the peculiar make-u- p of the
In the case of the last will and train, which was running as the first '
testament of Thomas Delaney, de section of No. 1. ' The derailed cars,
STANDARD OIL FILE3
APPEAL FROM pECISION ceased, the matter was taken up ask- bumped along the rails "for severaf ,.
ing for a date of probating, which hundred feet before the train could
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 18. Attorneys date was set for January 31, 1910.
be brought to a stop, but fortunately
for the Standard Oil company of New
In the matter of the estate of the couplings held and they did not
Jersey, Its subsidiaries and the sev- John W. Metzler, deceased, Wm. B. plunge down the, embankment alongen individuals against w,fcom the gov- Bunker was appointed administrator side the .track.
,
:
.
. V
ernment recently won its dissolution of said estate.
The wrecker from here, which was
r
A claim was presented by Attor-ne- sent to Rogers Bend yesterday
suit, have filed an appeal from the
'
decision of the federal "ciroult court
Chester Hunker for Bacharach
up the wreck of a coal train n
Sixty-fiv- e
Instances in which he Brothers against tie estate of Romal-d- there,, was following close 'behind No.V
trial court is alleged to have erred are
Martines in the sum of $42. The 8, and thus no delay was encountered
in getting the wrecked cars back on
cited e.8 reasons for appealing to the claim was allowed by the court.
.
federal supreme court
The matter of the last will and tes- the track. Traffic was delayed several
of tament of Louis Ransom, deceased, hours.
,
Collectively the assignments
error are that the evidence did not was taken up for probating, January
Metal Market
31, 1910, being set by the court as the
show a violation of the Sherman
New York, Dec 18. Lead and copdate for such.
law. '
sThe court adjourned this afternoon per, nominally, market unchanged.
Silver, 92.
subject to call of the judge.
PECULIAR DEATH OF
MAN PUZLES OFFICERS
i
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IN LAS VEGAS LAST NIGHT
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Denver, Dec 18. The West and
Southwest is today suffering from the
coldest weather that has prevailed in
this section of the United States In
years. On the. west slope of the Rocky
mountains, from western Wyoming
down into New Mexico, the cola
wave is almost unprecedented in bitterness for this time of the year.
Lander, Wyo., reports a temperature
of 30 degrees below zero last night;
Corona, Colo., near, the summit of
Great Divide, 22 below; Lead villa,
18 below; Pueblo, 1 4 below, and Denver, J13 below ;. .'"('
The. storm baa been accompanied
a heavy fall of show extending over Wyoming, Colorado, West and Cen
tral Texas, New Mexico and Northern
esMexico. The snow, is, welcomed',
pecially In West Texas and New Mexvee(1ed
ico, where" it will provide
moisture for,, the winter- ranges, although the big drop In temperature
is strre to cause heavy losses of sheep
and cattle on the range.

'

Eleven" Below Here.
Last night was the coldest night in
Las Vegas in many years, the ther
mometer at the local U. S. weather
bureau station recording 11 degrees
below zero. The snow storm of yes'
the
terday, continued throughout
greater part of the night, and the fall
totalled several inches. Because of the
cold weather, the snow remained dry
and crisp. Although today dawned!
clear, it clouded before noon and the
thermometer hovered around
the
rero mark the greater part of the
day. In many Las Vegas homes last
night the water pipes .' froze, - plants
were blasted and other damage done.
Colder weather is predicted for to
night according to the forecast ; of
the weather bureau' Issued for this
section today. It is believed that the
thermometer Iwill ' register1 even, a
lower temperature "than it did last
--
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Raton, N. M., Dec. 18. The finding
this morning of the body of a man afterwards Identified as Samuel M,etcalf,
'employed at the Pratt lumber mills
near Yermejo Park, ,N. M., is puzzling
the officers who are unable to decide
whether Metcalf died as a result of
falling from his horse, while on his

KING LEOPOLD

.

v

FORTUNE TO HIS CHILDREN

,

,

ROPES

EM ALIVE, IN LAS VEGAS
Col. "Buffalo" Jones, he who ropes
mountain lions alive and the man who
has gained an international reputation
as the breeder of the famous cattalo,
a cross between the now almost extinct buffalo, once king of the Amerl;
can plains, and a cow, arrived in Las
Vegas this afternoon from the southern part of New Mexico, and went to
La Placita ranch, where hd willw-- ,
;
main over Sunday.
' Col. Jones came' here for the! express purpose of buying two famous
bloodhounds belonging to S. L. Fischer, the well known Mineral Hill' ranch-- i
matt; which dogs he will take with
him on his African trip, ;tne final details of which he is nowoclosing up.:
The tiogs purchased y Gol. Jones
are already trained In the art f trailing lions. They respond to the names
of John and Rover. They have nine
,

LEFT SNUG

Brussels, Dec.. 18. King , Leopold
in his will declared he possessed, a
fortune of three million dollars which
he left to his children. His Majesty
expressed a desire that no autopsy
be performed on his body4 and said:
"Apart fron iny nephew, Prince Albert, and the members of my household, I forbid any one to attend my
mountain lions and two bears to their f wral." My papers shall he destroyed
"
.janded to Prince Albert."
credit thus far this season.
Albert, the new king, will take the
The dogs brought their owner a
fancy price, Col. Jones paying out name of Albert L
$150 in genuine United States cup
No Complications Feared.
rency for them. They were sold with
Parts, Dec. 18. A special dispatch
the understanding that if they return
from the African Jungle, hunt alive,
their owner Is to have .this privilege
of buying them back again, Mr. Fischer says he will be, more than glad
to do this, for he and his family are
greatly attached to the dog3, which
have been pets with everyone in the
Mineral Hill region.
Besides bringing the dogs to ; Las
Vegas today for delivery :to CoL Jones, a i?Tew vTokk Dec. J8. Thomas J..
Fischer also brought a fine specimen Lijmcn, oi uincinnau, iQnner cma oi
of a mountain Hon, which he captured staff of umpires, today waa elected
alive and which has been purchased president of the National Baseball
'
by Col. Jones, who will take it east League. ,John A. Heydler, former
elected
waa
for disposal to theBronx Zoo.
secretary and
president,

10
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TO PROVE

BELOW

'

DECEMBER

WAVE COOK

COLD

III WRECK OH LAKE SHORE

SATURDAY,

.

VETERAN

to the Figaro, from Brussels,
Coffinet, private secretary to
the late King Leopold, denied the
report that a civil marriage was performed at the deathbed of King Leopold, 'but admitted that a religious
marriage probably occurred recently.
Should this be the case, however, it
will have no legaj standing In Belgium and no complications are feared. Baron Gofflnet., said the Baroness'
Vaughan, Leopold's morganatic Wife 'A
would bring her children to Balin
Court today, but "would return Imme'
XH
diately to Brussels, where she will'
be allowed to remain unless her pres--"
race provokes a scandal.
says-Baro-

'

"''

UMPIRE IS ELECTED

PRESIDENT NATIONAL

LEAGUE

treasurer. The elections were
imous. Lynch t
popular umpires
hind a pad. He
unvarying refu
on Sunday.

unan- -

of the most
ever stood be-:.i
noted tor his;
umpire a game-
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

TWO

Dolls

Dolls

Dolls

DECEMBER

SATURDAY,

f-v-

18, 1909

Toys-

5

'

. .

Toys

Toys
u.,.r

Grocery Stores. Arks, Furniture.
Cuni Slock., Too, Chesty V.locip
b"o?U.
Wagons, Slada, Beds, Cradles, Iron.
IhLnyl Whee.barrows, Courts,
Black Boards, Drvm Horns, Mag c Lanterns,
Racks,
Clothe.
Ingoards,
Cash Reg.ster
Bank,
Electric Cars, Trains, Elevated Railway, Ranges,
Ball.,
Top., Trunk.
Auto.,
Iron
Toy
of
Mechanical Toy., all kind,
could wi.n.
everything the average boy or glri

Big Dolls, Little Dolls and DoR of all sizes; Dollt of Wood, Kid,
China, Bisque, Celluloid and Rags; Whit Dolls, Black Dolls and Brown
Dolls; Dolla elaborately dressed, scantily dressed and undressed; Dollt
in fact,
that laugh, Dolls that cry, Dolls that aleep, Delia
Dolla of all kinds, in all conditions and at all prices, .

BTcun

wide-a-awak- e,

,

.uK

.
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Commencing Dec, 15th and Closing Dec. 31st

A

HOLIDAY GOODS

A

A

lt

are now on display and ready for your inspection. To insure the most satisfaction in your purchase, make your selections early,
while the assortment is large. Upon a deposit, we will Jay your selections away for you until Dec. 24, when we will deliver as

you direct

ReoLdy-to-

t.

Shop. Early
Buy your Christmas

ents early

.

pres-

.

s

All our Men's Overcoats, worth $7.50 and $8.50,

EXTRA SPECIAL

A

Dresses

e

What id left of these popular garments, all new, desirable styles
and colors, must be sold. Note the prices below In most cases just
half the regular price:
Dresses marked to sell $14.50 to $15.00, for $8.35 '
Dresses marked to sell $17.50 to $22.50, for 11.85
'

DreBses

marked to sell $25.00 to $35.00, for 18.95

Dress Goods
h
36-in-

40-In-

h

A

h
36-in-

f

h

h

,

h

Serge, worth $1.15 and $1.25 yard, special.
Satin Prunella, all colors, $1.00 grade
Novelty Suiting, regular $1.00 grade, special.
Panama, worth $1.00 yard.
Wool Suiting, worth 65c, special
Panama, worth 66c to 75c, this sale
Fancy Wool Suiting, the 60c grade.
Fancy .Flald Suiting,' worth 35c, special. . . . .
.
Fancy Plaids, the 25o kind, for
All-Wo-

........

..95c
..79c
..79c
.

72e

..53c
..46c

All
All
All
All

Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
All' Cloth

Pants Suits, in light and dark
brown, grey and mixtures, ages 7 to 14 years,
special
$Z0
All our $4.60 and $5.00 Suits, ages 7 to 14 years,
$3.20
special
All our Combination Suits, with two pairs pants,
Four-Buttworth $5.50 to $6.50, ages 7 to 12 years, special. $4.40
Novelty
200 pairs Boys' Knickerbocker Pants, worth 85c to
Sack, No. 591
$1.00, ages 3 to 14 years, special
........69c
All our Boys' Blouses, and Waists, regular 65c
49c
grade, all colors, light and dark, special
All our $3.50 Knee

Commencing Dec. 15th and
continuing until December
22nd, we will run each day
two unusually attractive specials one in ,the morning
from 10 o'clock to 11 o'clock
and the other in the evening
from 8 o'clock to 9 o'clock.
These specials will ba announced, each evening in our
regular space in- - The Optic,
for that evening and the folEach one
lowing morning.
will be a money saver for you.
WATCH THE, OPTIC.

$12.70

Skirts
Skirts

Skirts
8kirts

-

Skirts

.39c
..ZTo
. .16o

to
to
to
to

sell
sell
sell
sell
sell

V

ONE-THIR- D

Any

.Any,

Millirtery

'Any

What is reft from pur stock,of Fall Hats must be
'sold. They are all new, desirable fall shapes and colors,
no two alike, rnd very .dressy. (, paring Jhis sale you may
,'
i
have your choice for Just

up to $5.00rfor..
$5,60 . to, $7.00, for..
$7.50 to $9.00, for
$9.60 to $11.60, for
$13.60 to $16.50, for

,

.3J5

...

4.45
5.98
6,98
9.98

to sell up to $10.00, for. ..... .
to sell $12.60 to $15.00, for...
to sell $16.00 to $22.00, for...

....

.$6.95
9.90
13.70

Net and Silk Waists

.

F

OF THE MARKED PRICE

A

SPECIAL NOTICE
Owing to the unusually heavy Holiday Shopping
we are compelled to discontinue our morning and
evening specials.

t

b?-

60c Onyx Hose, lace and plain, all colors.
35o
$1.00 Onyx Hose, plain, lace and embroidery, all colors. .65c
35c Onyx Hose, all black and black with split sole3....25c
76c Onyx Hose, black and colors, lace and embroidery. .47c
Ladles' 75c Union Suits, good quality, perfect fitting... ; 53c
Separate Garments, fleeced, worth 50c
37c
Separate Garments, all wool, $1.00 and $1.25 values.... 83c
"Merode" Garments, $1J5 grade, wool or silk and wool. $1.49
"Merode" Garcents, $1.60 grade, broken lines...
98c

each...........

A

Blankets and Comforts

114 Cotton Blanket, grey or tan, $1,25 value, lor...
,..89c
12-Cotton Blanket, grey or tan, $1.65 value, for..
.$1.25
Blanket, grey or white, worth $5.00 pair.!."! . 4.08
Crib Blankets, all colors with kindergarten patterns
'.
worth $1.50
1.00
$4.00 Bath Robe Blankets, special.;..'..'
. 3.00
Bath
$5.00
Robe Blankets, special.....'
. 4.00
Silk Bordered Silkollne Comforts, worth $560
Silk Bordered Dotted Swiss Comforts, worth $7 60! .. 4.25
4.75
,SIIk Bordered Silk Mull ComforU, worth $12 00..
. 9.00
4

An-Wo-

;

ONE-HAL-

OFF

Hosiery and Underwear

Voile Skirts

Skirt marked
Skirt marked
Skirt marked

at

All Trunks. Suit Cases, and Traveling Bags

.

Voile
Voile
Voile

V

on

Skirts
Separate
to
marked
marked
marked
marked
marked

rA

in ulsters and coats with velvet collars,
$4.95
special
Your choice of all our Men's Overcoats worth
$14 to $17
$9.98

Special Notice

One special lot of Suits, including blacks, solid
colors and fancies, a variety of styles and fabrics,
marked to sell for $15.00 to $37.50 each, during this
Bale your choice for
,
f,

One-Piec-

latest

styles in grey, brown, tan mixtures, green
and fancy blue .serges, att excellent values,
$13.50
special
All our Men e $6.00 Pants, light and dark patterns,
.'
$4.45
winter weight, during this sale
One lot of Men's $4.00 and $4.50 Pants, special
$3.50
One lot of the famous "Cluett" Shirts, pleated
bosom3, cuffs attached or detached, worth
.'.
....'$1.25
$1.75, special
One lot of Colored Stiff Bosom Shirts, worth everywhere $1.75 to $2.00. special..
....$1.00
Men's Outing Flannel Night Shirts, 65c value for... 48c
One lot of li. en's Coat Sweaters, Oxford and car-'.
50c
dinal

i

A

0

Men's Suits worth $20.00, $22.50 aod $25.00,

early in the day
and early In December. That
will be your biggest gift of
the holidays to the workers
behind the counters and on
the delivery wagons'.

62-in-

1

A

MEN'S and BOYS' WEAR

-

What la left of our stock of Suits, Coats and Dresses must be sold. We never carry merchandise from
one. season u another. This accounts for the following heavy reductions:
A
Elack Kersey Coat, trimmed with buttons and velvet, worth $8.50, special this sale. .$5.50
'
What's left of onV new Fall Coats,1 black - and
colors, well made and nicely trimmed, 42 to
62 inches long, worth $16 to $18.50, special... $12.50
All Coats tear tried $19.00 to $35.00, special
...$17.95
Choice of any suit in the house marked to sell at
$35.00 to $50.00 for $20.90 '
$21.50 to $30.00 for $15.95

A
J

V

.

Wear
Department

A

X

0

Those who have attended our previous sales know what this means. Others, if they will spend 15 minutes in our Store, will
readilly see our CLEARANCE SALES are the biggest, most genuine Bargain Carnivals of the year. Space prevents naming more
,.'
..(
than a few of the many price concessions. Our

1

:

A

CLEARANCE SALE

V

T

A

TmTfHn1

v

Net waists in white, ecru and grey,
A, pretty .Messaline1 Waist, in grey,
..
,
worth $5.60, for
.Black, Taffeta, Waists, guaranteed,
Black '. Taffeta , Waists, guaranteed,
Black Taffeta Waists, guaranteed,
,

worth $4.00 to $6.00, for....
green, light blue and cream.

.$&28

,
..,3.45
$6.00 to $6.50 values, special..., 4.50
$7.50 to $8.00 values, special
S.90
$9.00. value, special
6.98

SPECIAL NOTICE
Owing to the

Linen Waists
n
An
White Waist, ' strictly tailored, worth $2.75, special.
A Linenne White Waist, tailored, worth $2.25, special
All-Line-

.

r

x

$1.95

..$1.60

unusually heavy Holiday Shopping
our morning and

we are compelled to discontinue
evening specials.

h4

1(

A
,

'

.....
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KIDNEYS

NOTED COWBOY JOINS

ACT FINE AND

BLADDER MISERY

"BUFFALO" JONES PARTY

GOES

v

v
5

Roswell, N. M- - Dec." 18. Rustler
If you take several doses ot Pape
ana
hardy plainsman, and expert
Loveless,
backbone
all
a!.e
Diuretic,
kidneys or bladder in the use of the lariat, left here yesfrom
Buffalo
trouble will vanish, and you will feel terday for New York to join
Jones and party, leaving for Africa,
fine.
several thou
Lame back, painful stitches, rheuma December 30, armed with
sand feet of hair rope, guns and came
Ir
dizziness.
nervous
headache,
tism,
and accompanied by 10 picked
ritability, sleeplossneM, inflamed or ras,
from
New Mexico bronco enroute
worn-out- ,
feel
sick
swollen eyelids,
Gotham.
to
Lincoln
county,
Carrizozo,
ing and other symp;om nf sl'gtish,
With the renewed social activity of
These broncoa were picked by Love
I
Inactive kidneys disappear.
the winter season and the obligations
who is an expert in mustangs,
Uncontrollable, smarting, frequent less,
and are as tough and wiry a lot as can
entailed by a closer regard to formaland
at
night)
urination (especially
be found in the southwest The trip
ity comes the necessary consideration
all bladder misery ends.
the regions now being devastated
worried
It into Roosevelt
of details that confront from time to
Feeling mlsetable and
Is under the manage
by
'
time those who are punctilious to any
needless, because this unusual prepv ment of what Is officially called the
ration goes at once to the disorder- Buffalo Jones African company.
A formal Invitation or. andegree.
ed kidneys, bladder and urinary aya- nouncement
must be acknowleged
The object of the expedition," said
Misses
and'
Vance,
Duval,
Healey,
an
answer of equal formality and
tem and distributes its healing, clean Loveless, "la to rope Hons and other
by
the woman who gives close attention Botta, Paine, Lamb, Rambo, McClel- sing and vitalizing Influence directly wild animals of Africa which will be
to the small matters of card etiquette land, and Daniels.
upon the organs and glands affected. placed in a New York zoo.
cure before you
is as particular In the acknowledge
The himtlne will be done almost
Irs. Herbert E. Fell returned to her and completes the
ment of these friendly favors and com- home in
realize
it
entirely with lariats. The trip is flnthis city during the week
kid
as
W.
T.
she
Is in the set of her from a three months' visit to Colorado
pliments
The moment you suspect any
anced by Arthur A. Fowler and
glove or the turn of her turban crown. points. ' While away Mrs. Fell visited ney or urinary disorder or feel rheu Bird, New York
Now comes an Invitation for an af for
harm who will have moving pictures taken
On
line of Suits, Coats,
many weeks1 as the guest of Mrs, matism pains, begin taking this
ternoon bridge party to a woman who W. E. Renahaw,' at Idaho Springs, less medicine, with the knowledge of the hunt for big game, and gather
Neckwear, Scarfs,
does not play bridge, though intelli Colo.
that there Is no other remedy at any data for'a book which, it la hoped, will
Kimonos, Pillow Tops, Handker-cheif- s
Bags,
dollar
of
a
and
desirable
record
as
In
Roosevelt
.
the
a
gent
rival the
guest, eager
price, made anywhere elae
for
Hosiery
too, to accept the proffered hospitality.
Mrs. A. A. Jones Is expected to ar world, which will effect so thorough a word.
the
almost
cover
will
at
extendtwo" reads the lower cor rive home next week from an
"'Bridge
"The trip
goods.
and prompt a cure as a fifty-cener of the card. With a desire to keep ed visit to St Louis and Chicago. Mrs. treatment ot Pape's Diuretic, which same ground as the Roosevelt expeall things in their order she tele- Jones has for the most part of her any druggist can supply.
dition and horses and camp outfit of
will be secured by
to
of
she
her
viBit
not
been
east
in
does
the
the
the guest
phones
Bay
play
Your physician, pharmacist, ban the
fe
popular game, .but would dearly love alster Mrs. E. E. Mlessner, at St. ker or any mercantile agency- wiu .'ones.
'
to "come n for tea."
Louis.
tell you that Pape, Thompson & Pape,
.
Would it not have' saved time, a
is a, large and respon BIGGEST ATTRACTION
is what you
Most lies would do much better
Miss Helen Schaefer will leave the of Cincinnati,
Being
second acknowledgement for a resconcern, thoroughly
medicine
sible
"for
would call conceit in others.
6he
where
that
bo
without
week
they
Denver,
many
pledges
coming
follow
ac
must
the
ponse
telephone
COMING THIS SEASON were the truth.
worthy of your confidence.
ceptance and explanation and alto- will spend the holidays as the guest
coma
can
results
curative
Only
Den
It's a Crime
gether greater satisfaction obtained, of Misa Elsa Bartels, a popular
and a
Diuretic,
from
Pape's
taking
The worst ,
health.
to
at
the
was
Dull
house
a
After
ver
who
your
That
For
guest
neglect
Feeling
Eating
girl,
had the hour of tea been stated on
The 'Three Twins," which will be
few days' treatment means clean, ac
of is
can
be
weeks
last
several
that
Stom
home
for
Chamberlain's
guilty
Schaefer
you
used
I
have
neglect
the card of invitation? The specified
the next attraction at the Duncan
tive, healthy kidneys, Madder and
ach and Liver Tablets for some time, to allow constipation, biliousness or
the
hour of the serving of tea, half past summer.
hooked
for
opera house, being
, .
V1
lr,..
and can testify that they have done
.
urinary' organs and no backache.
liver ur iuuwei uvuuio iu wuwuij.
four, would have been given the invit-ie- d
night ot January 4th, wilt be by far me more good than any tablets I have any
Is poisoning your entire system Vj
The Christmas holidays promise to
It
was
note
in
of
a
her
acceptance
the most brilliant musical comedy ever used. My troubla
ope ani
heavy and may lead to a serious chronic dis
members of all the social MERCHANTS USING CARE
one could have been declined "as I do keep the
that has ever held the boards at the dull feeling after eating. David Free- ease. TaRd Hanaroa Heroine ana gei
sets busy attending dinners, dances,
These tab- absolutely well. The sure cure for
IN THEIR DECORATIONS
not play," the other accepted for the
local play house. It enjoys undisputed man, Kempt, Nova Scotia.
and receptions. Hostesses
and Imluncheons
stomach
the
lets
of the stomacn,
strengthen
claim of being the most gigantic com- prove the digestion. They also reg- any and all troubles
happy pleasure in store.
Christ
to
entertain
Sold
.during
and
by Center Block
liver
bowels.,
As a suggestion from a woman of wishing
the
holiday
Sometime before
They Depot Drug Co.
pany touring the West this season.
ulate the liver and bowels.
to send out their
mas
had
week
have
excellent in
set In and before holiday decora
society, conservative,
The "Three Twins" had the distinct are far' superior to pills but cost no
taste and judgment, exquisite In 'eti- invitations very early.
tion was undertaken, the Are under- honor of receiving the universal press more. Get a free sample at all deaMoney has no occasion to use a me
lers and see what a splendid medicine
quette, this small matter is brought to
The coming week will witness the writers sent notices to all the merch- criticisms on 1U opening In New it la.
gaphone when it talks.
notice that It may offer a roiution of return home of several Las Vegas girls ants in Las Vegas warning them York at the Herald Square theater;
the little problems that grow tq be and boys who are attending college in against decorating their windows and It also had a run of five months at The
A Card
right kind of a conscience has
J
difficult and annoying to thofee who the easts Among those expected are stores in such a way as to enhance the Whitney opera house In Chicago.
a man in the race
all
Is
many
to
that
handicapped
This
druggists
certify
exon It Is the most elaborate staged pro
entertain at bridge, yet would not
Miss1 Louise Cunningham, a charming the risk of setting their places
are aumorizeo. u reiuuu yuur uiuue;
for wealth.
clude from their hospitality those who
If Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure
of Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cun fire.
duction In America and Is said to
daughter
lo not play at cards.
most
The warning was sufficient for
your cough or cold. It stops the cough,
contain more novel features than all
ningham, who is attending school in
Alone In 8aw Mill at Night
Insurance men the other musical comedies combin- unmindful of dampness, drafts, storms nears tne lungs ana prevents sery
The Young Ladles' Sewing club met Boston; Miss .Helen Kelly, the viva- merchants, and the
p
most
workad as night results from a cold, prevents
thte week with Misa Elba Stoneroad cious daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry are well satisfied for thebeen part ed. The faceograph and the electrical or cold, W. J. Atkins
monla and consumption. Contain.'
ienn.
Banner
has
taken
at
that
W.
with
Mr.
the
watchman,
who
is
at
enrolled
care'
springs,
novelties.
distinct
'
are
'
Kelly,
aerial swing
at her home on Fifth street.
Verj
The genuine is In a ye
non Seminary, near Washington, D. C, in the use of inflammable stuff in the latter being one of the most Such exposure gave him a severe cold opiates.
substitutes.
package. Refuse
he
At
last
on
'
his
settled
that
lungs.
Cross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefe
The members of' the Altar Guild and Wilson W. Mills-- son of Judge decorative schemes:1" However, there wonderful pieces of stage craft .ever had to give-uwork.
He
tried
many
met thi3 woe!: with Miss Emma Tarn-m- and Mrs. W. J. Mills, who is a student are one or two stores which are con perpetrated. It is a steel structure remedies but all failed till he used
at Tale. The return home of these sidered as taking too much chance weighing over 4000 pounds and illum Dr. King's New Discovery. "After
But it isn't microbes thatTmakef ki
at her home on Sixth street
young people, even if only to remain In the way they have adorned their inated with over 2,000 electric lights using one bottle," he writes, "I went sing dangerous.
back to work as well as ever. Severe
window.'.
Miss Grace Clina entertained at a a few days, will be welcomed.
n rcnulrea three machinists, which colds,
inflamed
'
stubborn
coughs,
An Insurance" man stated yesterday the company carries, to handle this throats
'Thimble Party" as her home on Ninth
and sore lungs, hemorrhages, For Eczema, Tetter and 8alt Rheum
'
worst
fires
eve-1nsome
the
very
on
of
and Jackson streets
that
Monday
The intense Itching characteristic
one wonderful electrical scenic effect croup and whooping cough get quick
Happy Children's Party
have (oof this week.. The evening was
Among the prettiest and most en- among mercantile houses ' most of and takes three large scene trucks relief and prompt cure from this glori of these ailments is almost instantly
most enjoyably spent and between joyable children's parties which has ccurred at Christmas time,
to transport It from the baggage cars ous medicine. 60c and $1.00. Trial allayed by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
'stitches" dainty refreshments W3re taken place in Las Vegas during the them being etarted by the use of in to the theater. This is only one of bottle free, guaranteed by all drug savere cases hare been cured by It
For sale by all dealers.
gists. .
served. Among those present besides year, now approaching its end, was un- flammable holiday
embelishments. the
novelties.
the hostess were Mrs. Northrup and doubtedly the one given last Saturday The loss Is unusually heavy to the Mr.many
Gaites has spared no expense
afternoon fcy Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Grau-bart- merchant, as his stoek Is largest dur In staKing: the attraction and the
at their home on Hot Springs ing the holidays. He also declared that New York Telegraph said that it was
boulevard, to celebrate the birthday fire started in a crowded store at the handsom-eaHOT CURE
costumed company on
of their daughter Miss Mary, who has this time Is a great danger to human
Broadway. It requires two baggage
For the chilly mornings and
reached her thirteenth year. The life as has been proven by the har cars and three coaches to transport
Graubarth home was attractively de vest of victims in fires that have the "Three Twins" company and they
II
ECZEMA corated in piak and the three dozen occurred at this time In former years.
evenings of early Fall and Spring ii
generally travel by special train. The
little guests ranging in age all the way
or the more bitter days of Wincompany is headed by Victor Morley,
from four to fourteen, presented the
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure who was associated with, Richard
ter in the house, in the bungaDisease Began over Ear and Spread appearance of babes In fairyland and any case of kidney or bladder trouble Carle in "The Sprlnk Chicken" until
reminded one of "Living Dolls" or that is not beyong the reach of medi- he created the title role in the "Three
till Faceand Neck were Raw Itchlow, any place where heat is
and
backache
were
Cures
There
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irregularia
not
"Toyland."
games
Inflammation
at
and
the
house,
Twins"
Soreness
Whitney opera
ing,
needed in a hurry, the
few, the most enjoyable one being the ties that if neglected might result In
Chicago. Others in the company are
Lasted Over a
were Terrible
one in which the guests were compel Bright's disease or diabetes. Red Cross Bessie
Clifford, Frank Smith, Flor
Year and All Treatments Failed
led to guess who were the1 subjects of Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer.
ence Kolk, W. H. Woodslde, E. P.
the twenty baby pictures which were
Bower, Ida Poetz and a chorus of
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which
debate,
weekly
Do it with Doan'a Kidney Pills.
fall and I "did everything for it until the
brass font shows contents at a glance. The ONE PER- next winter. Then I began to use the Tooker,' Marguerite Cousins," Regina Doan's have cured many E. Las Ve Wednesday, was excellent. The subCuticura Soap and Ointment, and it Stern, Florence Edwin Rose Powers,
ject was: ''Resolved, That the gov- FECT Oil Heater.
Various styles and finishes.
gas people.
was not mora than three months before
e
ernment should control the railroads."
Every Dealer Everywhere. If Not at Yours, Write for Descriptive Circular-- "
it was all healed up. I still use the Aileen Rosenthal, Clarabella AdTer.Sa-diHere's one case.
to the Nearest Agency of the
The affirmative was ably .defended by
Cuticura Resolvent Pills once in a while
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'
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MUSICAL PRODIGIES.

SOLD BY LEADING DRUGGISTS

Out of every thousand girls who
leave the 6mall towns throughout the
country to go to New York, Boston
and Chicago to study voice, only one
ever succeeds in making a notable
success, and a very small percentage
of the remaining 999 are able even
to make a living by the education
they acquire. These are the figures
a writer in a late issue of
given-b'
Jlimsey's., There is probably no subject which
needs more careful consideration in
the family than this question of send-- J
ing too ambitious girls to the cities
to prepare for a career, whether the
career be in music, art or drama, it
Is quite a general parental characteristic to believe that one's daughter
abilities
possesses very remarkable
In one line or another, and admiring
friends are too frequently willing to
the illusion along with unbound- hlp
It
a praise and encouragement.
But

1

i

degree of ability in a town, of two or
Vthree thousand or even many more
housand people gets woefully lost
nd becomes even less than average
hen it comes into competition with
tie hosts who have gone before with

II

,

IV

.

-

fit r
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CALIFORNIA
Fig Syrup 50Co.

.$2.00

Cough

doctor't aotmeal of Auer's CJierru
ral will certainly set all Jouht ai rest,
lit lays. He now$. iwiff mm;?

qualifications for success is the average girl who goes forth from the little
home in. the quiet little town bent
upon conquering the artistic world.
the most of the world, with the ex
ception of the girl herself and her
parents, fully realize. .! Her stay In
New York or Boston or' wherever she
may have chosen to study, is ex
pensive. There are few homes that
send forth the art student without
feeling the financial strain thereof.
And the two, three or more years
she is away weans her from home
ties and from home associations and
environments. New York gets all
manner of fool notions In her head, so
she does not like the quiet, unevent
ful life of the little town any more.
She has fed too long on unnatural
excitement an.l hat. lost t'n perspec
tive from which she may measure the
relative value of things. And she has
failed or she has ended up in the
show
chorus of some western-boun- d
which to infinitely worse for her than
if she had failed to get' even that.
But when there is- not even a place in
the chorus to be had she returns
home. It isn't home as home used
to be. for she has lost harmony with
it. She no longer fits, and she, as
well as the father and mother who
have sacrificed Bo much and
who
suffer for the disappointment as keenly as she, realizes it. But it's too lata
the damage Is irremediable.
It's far and away, better for the
girl herself to know absolutely that
she has at least a fighting chance for
being one of the possible dozen out
of tne thousand who can make a reasonable success as a singer or an artist before she undertakes the bitter
experience of New York.i
.

assvss cwcmcvcxcomw

Entered at the Postoffice at East
Las Vegas, N. m., as seond-clas- s
.
matter.

A DOTTLE

their abilities into the market places
'
of art
And it reauires so many other
things besides mere musical ability
to make a successful career possible
for the ambitious young woman. A
certain degree of comeliness Is al
most indispensable, and there must
be a goodly leaven of that indenable
something, that nameless way of
wearing one's clothes and that characteristlc of carriage, bearing and man
ner called style. These are not only
the demands of the operatic stage to
which bo few aspirants ever attain,
but of the far less ambitious career
of concert soloist or church singer,
All these things the aspirant to the
opera must have, and she must have
so very much more. She, must have,
first, an excellent education, and she
must know French, German and Ital
ian. And she must have a capacity
for thinking and reasoning and feel
ing. And these are but the other
characteristcs which she must add to
the first necessary possession a voice
of remarkable quality and one cap
able of standing the tremendous
strain of voice culture.
' How much lacking in the necessary
'

HavenotcougheJ once all day? Yetyou
may cough tomorrow! Better be prepared for it when it comes. Ask your
doctor about keeping Ayer's Cherry Pec- toral in the house. Then when the hard
cold or cough first appears you have a
doctor's medicine right at hand.

-

.

KANSAS CITY JUDGE
DENIES MURDERER

BAIL

IS, 1309

100 YEARS OLD.

Your money will go farther and your
presents will please better if your holiday shopping is done at

i

Grandma Sanderson, of DelVitt, Mo..
Has Lived a Long and Useful Life.
Grandma. Sanderson, ia a wonderful
woman. She is in as food health today as ever in her life, although she
is over one hundred yean old.
In a letter to the Pernna Drug Kfg.
Co, he gives the highest credit to Pernna for her excellent health and extreme old age. Head what the says. .
Surely the evidence presented by
such cases as these ought not only to
dispel prejudice against Pernna, bnt
inspire confidence in it
"I will send you a picture that was
taken a few weeks before my hun-

taupert:s
Our goods and prices are open for your
inspection and approval It will be our
pleasure' to show you through
4

y

'

Opening Evenings After Dec. 1st.

dredth birthday.
t
buquerque, arrived iu the city today
"I am a true friend of the Pernna CRUEL MOTHER DESERTS
Childto
the
the
take
boy
will
and
benSON
derived
great
Company. I have
ren's' Home at Albuquerque tonight. '
efit from Pernna many times, I can
medIt is not so very long that Ray
a
Pernna
Mrs. Ray Thompson whj depart
very great
say I regard
in
icine. I found out the merit of it a ed very suddenly a few nights ago Thompson was taken into custody
of Hills
authorities
the
Las
by
Vegas
good many yeah ago.
for Hillsdale, Mich., evidently forgot
a child at that place
"A little mora than two years ago I that she had a
boy In dale for deserting
from bis aged
for
also
and
larceny
contracted a very severe cold, which her charge. She deserted the youngtime
resulted in la grippe. Owing to the ster who was left here a public mother. Mrs. .Thompson at the
had
reputation
tha
hnneht
family
exseverity of the disease, and my
charge until taken by by Mrs. Pierce
treme age, my case was considered to Murphy, who resides on Railroad ave- been slandered, but It appears that Mrs.
be very critical. I employed no doc- nue.
Thompson is also inclined to do tna
"French exit" stunt. From what can
tor, bnt Pernna was the remedy I
was evident at the time of her k lAomo nKnut th cltv. Mrs. Thomp-- It
as
is
and
health
good
UC itoiueu
used,
'
my
departure that she fully intended de- son was aided here in getting away
as it ever was in my life.
if
word
as
she
left
the
child,
serting
from the city. "However, I still continue to tako
one did not- take the youngster
any
before
a
Pernna, spoonful every night
he was to be sent to the Children's
If you desire a clear complexion
retiring.
- Pernna is" an ideal tonio for oil Homev in Albuquerque.
take
Foley's Orlno Laxative for constiMrs. Thompson, who was the stepstimpeople. It is a compound of herbal
pation and liver trouble as it will
remedies that has been known to tha mother of the child, claimed that she ulate these organs and thoroughly
was not responsible for the boy, hut cleanse your system, which Is what evmedical profession for many years.
the law states that she Js
eryone needs in order to feel well. Red
as
tonio
cleans'
a
Feruna operates
by
Cross
Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer."
ing and invigorating the mucous mem
of
Dr. C. E. Lukens, superintendent
branea This explains why Pernna
Everybody teads The Optic.
has become so extensively known as a the Children's Home Society at Al
is
a
Catarrh
catarrh remedy.
simply
condition of depraved mucous mem
branes. Peruna changes this deprav
ity into healthful vigor.
A great many old people use Pernna,
and would not be deprived of it for any
SEVEN-YEAR-OL-

Lat-sha-

w

AUXILIARY CRUISER SAILS
.
FOR NICARAGUAN PORT
Panama, Dec. 18. The auxiliary
cruiser Buffalo, with seven hundred

d

sevea-year-ol-

to-d-

Kansas City, Dec. IS. Judge
today denied the application for
bail for, Eugene Hays, a wealthy
Oklahoma cattleman, who shot and
killed his business partner, Edward
Hays, here two months ago. Leo Russell, a wealthy Texa3 cattle owner, consideration.
testified that Eugene Hays, told him he
People who object to liquid mediexpected to kill Edward Hays. Hays cines can now secure Peruna tablets.
The two Ask Your
says he shot in
Druggist for a Free Peruna
Hays' were not related.
Almanac for 1910

marines on board, sailed at midnight
for Corinto, Nicaragua. It is understood the marines will not be landed
unless it is absolutely necessary.

T

DECEMBER

SATURDAY,

WE ORDER

Stove Grates and Castings
V
Every Week

...

;

This Insures Prompt Delivery.

Phone Us Yovir Wants

PRESIDENT ATTENDS
FUNERAL OF RELATIVE

F.J.GEHRING.

Watertown, Conn., Dec. 8. Presl
dent Taft arrived here today to attend
the funeral of the wife of his brother,
Horace D. Taft He will return to
"Washington tonight. ' - v"
1

516-51-

.

8

Douglas Avenue.
..

'UH

:,

1:
'

I '1

TIIWELY SUGGESTIONS FOR CHRISTINAS SHOPPING
To Be Cleaned By An Inspection Qf Stocks
Helpful Hints
A-Pie-

nly

ffcThis great store is now a Christmas storehouse. Each
is a brim with Santa
Claus goods from which the right gift at the right price can be department
lessened its costs by providing under one roof and in carefully arranged departments the most extensive Christmas stocks at their
.
most moderate prices.- - ..
W

:.-

'

j

-

'.',

'

Here will be found the most varied range of Gift
everything-suitablfor young and old from which each 'Christmas list
'
can be most economically filled.
Goods'-Embracin-

-

g-

e
thvj ori11 Ko
uu iuugci. as you go irom
fi.f-om" nmKlamc
counter to counter you will see many things, useful and .pretty, that will prove
suitable
for
exactly
some one on your list and you'll find the price easily within your means.
Out Christmas preparations have been made on ai larger scale than ever before
was chosen with great care so that ndne but goods of worthy quality are here. Visit the everything
store often
the Christmas spirit permeates the store, stocks and people enjoy selection where satisfaction is
v
assured.

Rrlrnr'vfYiir
Christmas
nrnhlpme Yiert anrl
o j
;

These Offerings Represent but a Fraction of the Host of Gift Goods Now Ready Here
REMEMBER

OUR

DECEMBER

CLEARANCE

Clearance of all - Winter Merchandise at
F
and
REGULAR VALUES.

SALE

IS

ONE-FOURT-

ONE-HAL-

i

ON

FOR MEN.
SET Hose, Tie and Handkerchief to match. They
come1
In several shades, are pure eilk and the newest
novelty out Set SI. 75
FANCY SILK SUSPENDER8
50c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00

...

i

Clearance of Ladies and Misses Tailored Suits; Ladies and
e
Misses
Suits, Skirts, Waists, Coats, Sweaters, Petticoats, Dress Goods, Domestics Silks, Outing Flannels' Hosiery, Corsets. Shoes, Hats, , Underwear, Gloves. Jfeft's SultsHatsi Shoes,
Shirts, Underwear, Pajamas, Gowns, Hose, Children's, Coats, Hats
'
Shoes, Dresses, Boys Suits, Caps, Shoes and Underwear.
'

FOUR-IN-HAND-

One-Piec-

EXTRA SPECIAL IN EMBROIDERIES.
We 'secured a lot of Embroideries at a
very low price and have
placed them all on sale. The price is the lowest we have quoted for this kind of merchandise. You will do well to look these

over. There are some very choice
bargains. In the lot are Corset
Covers, Skirt Flouncings, All Overs, Edgings, Bandings, Beadings
and Insertions, made from the
best Swiss and with edges that
will wash.
Lot No. 1, regular 35, 4u and
B0 cent
embroideries, a big assortment. Special
28c
Lot No. 2, 60 and 7S cent values
Special ;..-- ?. ...... v.... 40c
Lot No. ; 85c' and 11.(50' values,
69c
Special

Evenings

8CARFS FOR HEAD OR SHOULDERS
(Specially Priced.

A SCARF

ONE-THIR-

'

.....

S

Bath Robes, all wool
(Some have shoes
Bath Robe Blankets

.......
...

12.00

mat oh.)
.

..i. $2.00, 13.50, ?5.00 and &8.00
Showing stands, mirror, cup and
brush, all on one stand

....

FowneS

Scarfs

12.50 Scarfs
$2.75

Scarfs

91.75, $2.50, $3.50, $4.00
dressed 'tan or
Gloves,

.' gray

"AUTO"

VEIL8

Ajll silk, fancy borders pr two toned, eome trimmed with
gold
and silver spangles. 8enorita Spun ailk Scarfs.

50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00

$5. $8, $12.C0

to

&

$1,751

$2.25

1

$3.00, Scarfs
13.50 Scarfs

.

.

12.50 j $5.00 Scarfs

$2.70
3.00
1

$45

CUT GLASS.
'
Refined and brilliant, deeply cut,'
heavy glassware, single,
Priced cheaply.iy.. See' the elegant Punch
piece,
BowlSetat
$72.50, ahd V 'number ,of other very fine pieces."

$1.75

Silk lined Glove, Mocha .... $1.75
Phoenix Mufflers, all shades 50c
Lord & Taylor Fancy
Hos35c and 50o
iery

oete.

TOYS.

v-T-

t

uof all kind

"HE STORE or Quality"

mmrn

E.LasVegas

.

n

Don't Forget
Your

N.M.

Turkey Tickets

on

second

of everything.
'

Hk

'floor.

The best

Sldewalkf1 autoB, wag--

and Laoder. Tricycles, Doll

Buggies.

Dolls,

Toys.

y

Games,

f

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Christmas Season

-:-

-

BUY IT IN LAS VEGAS

Brushes, Albums, Work
Boxes, Post Card Albums

;

assort-me.n,tjs.t-

be 'convinced.

WINTERS

LAS VEGAS,

Bridge Street

If yon
If you
If you
If you
If you
If you

need Clothing buy it in Las Vega8.;
need Furniture buy it in Las Vegas.
need Hardware buy it in Las Vegas.
need Jewelry buy it in Las Vegas.
need Dry Goods buy them in Las Vegas,
'
have money deposit it in Las Vegas.
. If you want a Home buy it in Las Vegas:
If you want a Piano buy it in Las Vegas.
If you need Groceries buy them in Las Vegas.

.

oo

i

.

DRUG

Do Not Fadl to Call &nd See
7
Big Lineof

--

!

J

$195.00-F- ot

Mrs. uorge uniey returned this
afternoon, from a short visit to Trini

5'00

dad.
A. J. Thuli, of Watrous visited tha
city today registering at the Casta- ueda hotel. .
Mrs. S. P. Colby, departed this af

nez.

EAST LAS VEGAS.' N.

,

departed this afternoon for KanBas
City where they will spend the Christ
mas holidays as the guests of Mrs.
Hartley's mother, Mrs. Duncan.
Brakeman C. E. Stuart who was bad
ly bruised but not seriously injured
in yesterday's wreck at Rogers Bend,
was brought io the city th's morning
from the acene of the wreck and sent
to the Santa Fe hospital near here for
treatment. '
Fred Anton and bride returned this
afternoon from their honeymoon trip
to California points which extended
over two weeks. Mr. and Mrs. Anton
who werejheld yesterday at Albuquerque on account of the wreck at Roger
Bend were in the wreck,of first No. 8
this morning but fortunately were not
injured.
Charles P. Rudolph returned this af
ternoon from Santa Fe, accompanied
by his daughter, Miss Marguerite, who
is a student in attendance at the Sis
ters-oLoretto academy at Santa Fe.
Miss Rudolph will continue her jour- ey on to Rotiada where she will
pend the holidays as tha guest of
her parents.
Late arrivals at the Castaneda ho
tel are Leo Lewis, New York City;
W. C. Keiser, Topeka; A. F. Sanften- burg, Chicago; A. J. Heaton, A, E.
Geo.
McKenzle,
Murphy, Denver;
B. Iglander,
Cleveland; Perry
Bean, Albany, Me.; E. R. Rus
sell, San Marcial, N. M.; M. Ober,
Watrous, N. M.
J. W. Kendricks, third
of the Santa Fe Railway company,
passed through the city this afternoon
in his private car No. 4 enroute to his
headquarters in Chicago. C. W. Kouns
general manager f the western grand
division, also passed through the city
this afternoon in his private car, from
Amarillo, Texas, enroute to Newton,
Kansas.
f

'

lrice

Little

Y. M. C. A.

Miss Lillian Coleman departed this
afternoon for Ocate, where she will
visit for a time as the guest of Mr.s
N. Weil and family.
Juan B. Sanchez, well known rest-fieof Trementina was compelled to
remain in the Meadow city today be
ing snow bound at this point.
A. R. Sapp, Sedalia, Mo.: Edward
Rich, John West and William Smead-en- ,
are late arrivals in the city registering at the El Dorado hotel.
A. F. Spiegelberg, jr., well known
Santa Fe curio dealer, was a visitor
1n Ahe city today between trains
to Denver from his home- In
,v
Santa Fe.' -- l
L. A. Bland representing
Crane
company, wholesale plumber dealers,
letf this morning for Trinidad from
which point he will leave forNew
York city to spend "the holiday
Mrs. Carl Wertz and daughter Miss
Dorothy, will depart on the Chicago
limited tomorrow evening for Arcan
um, Ohio, where Mrs. Wertz will spend
the holidays as the guest of her pa
rents Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Lowder.
D. T. Hoaklns, cashier of the San
Miguel National bank, returned this
afternoon from his trip to Albuquer
que accompanied by his son, Harry
Hoskins, who is returning to his home
in this city from El Paso, suffering
wifTi an attack of appendicitis.
Dr. M. F. Des Marais and Probate
Clerk Lorenzo Dflgado returned last
evening from El Porvenir where they
went with a view to looking over
the El Porvenir Copper Mining com
MARKET REPORTS
pany'8 claims but owing to the heavy
snowfall they were compelled to re
St. Louis Wool Market.
turn.
Dec. 18. Wool, unchangSt
Louis,
accom
Harry Hartley and wife,
ed. .Territory and western medium,
panied by their daughter, Miss Irene,
24028; fine mediums, 21025;; fine,
'
12020.
,
en-rou-te

ed

For a new "Crown" Rich. Oak. $400.00 Pianoy made
by The Geo. P. Bent Co., Chicago.

Big Store

ufrualTc

M

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 18. Cattle,
2,000, including 500 southerns. Market
today is steady. Native steers, $4.7")
7.25; southern steers,
3.405.00
southern cows, $2.7504.15: native
cows and heifers, $2.756.50; stack
ers and feeders, $3.255.10; bulls,
$3.254.75; calves, $3.508.25; we3t
ern steers, $3.75 5.75; western cows,
Kansas City Hog Market.
to
tftrons;
Hogs 5,000. Market
steady today. Bulk, $8.2008.50; heavy,
butcher
$8.4508.50; packers and
$8.2508.50; light, $808.35; pigs $6.75
07.50.
Kansas 'City Sheep Market.
Sheep 5,200. Market steady today.
Muttons, $4.25 05.75; lambs, $6 500
8.25; fed western wethers and year
lings, $4.7507.15; western ewes, $4.25
Jr
i
06,25.

' Pneumonia
'In treating pneumonia," says Dr.
W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "the
only remedy I use for tha lungs Is
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While,
of course, I would treat other symptoms with different medicines, I have
used this remedy many times in my
medical practice and have yet failed
to find a case where it has not con
trolled the trouble. I have used it
myself,! as has also my wife for
coughs and colds repeatedly, and I
most willingly and cheerfully ' recommend it as superior to any other
'
cough remedy to my '. knowledge.
For sale by all dealers.

1--

Amalgamated 88.
New York Central 124
Southern Pac;flc 135.
Union Pacific 204.
Steel 92
pfd. 125
v

!

551 g

I

1--

3--

"

Douglas Avenue.

'

:&':--

-

'

35 B etter
or IjessvMbitiey.

B

'I

M

.1

If you are a stranger and do not ask credit
you are entitled to a discount.
If you are a resident and regular customer,
why should you pay our credit losses?
Our method after a year of trial pleases
- :' -- .;;.
all.
rx", ','
All prices lower than ever, with 10 per
cent discbunt for cash,; 5 per cent 30
daysT 60 days net, not only today, this
veek, or next, but all the time.
Look, at pur line of Watches, Jewelry,
ClocksSilver, and Silver Plate Lamps,
China and Brass Goods. :

le

people in the
They have to be.

1 Las Word

"

How About That Rocker
or Easy Chair for

.

Xmas?

Chicago Livestock Market.
Chicago, Dec. '18. Cattle,' 15,000.
Market steady today. Beeves, $3,800
Or something else practical out
8.30; Texas steers, $3.80 04.70; west' i of our furniture stock;
ern steers, $4 6.30 ; atockers ana
; feeders, $3.1005.10; cows and' heir-er$25.40;,. calves, $3.3009.30.
'
AND
IN
Chicago Hog Market.
PHOTO
THAT
BRING
That gift of furniture, still reMarket
today.
17,000.
steady
Hogs
GET
FRAMED FOR A
mains a remainder of the
Light, $8.0508.50;. mixed, $8.Z5W
8.62..
CHRISTMAS GIFT.
'heavy, $8.3008.70; rough; Jji
,
giver when.every other
-Iff
good to choice . bB&Tjio 'W3
ti'
i
Don't let that beautiful picture get $8.4508.70; pigs, $708; bjilk. of, safes, .'.'v? i
away. .
soiled or your walls look so bare $8.3508.60.
when our pictures and picture
Market.
Chicago Sheep
framing are so. cheap.
3,00. Market steady to
Sheep
'
Our line is very complete, anS day. Native. $3.5006.60; western,
A Last Ward Again
style new, and workpanshios. $3.7605.66; yearlings, $6.3607.50;
,
excellent.
lambs, native. $5.7508.60.
'

s,
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Art picture freewitliiqwrrfat;
me5 and all tojilet articles. Buy
of
your Christmas i: toilet articles
us for Christmas gifts, you can
an art pictuget ll.OO for 5Gc and
re or song free.

,
Chicago , produce Market.
Dec. Ii8. Wheat May,
Chicago,
$1.14; July, $1,04. j
July, 65
Corn May, 65
July, 42
Oats Mayj, 44
May, 22.05.
Pork Jan. $21.97

Vegas Undertaking
East La Vegas, X. M.

Co.
,

.OOK OVER OUB LINES
r
:,

T

1--

7--

5--

Lard-J- an.
Ribs-J-

an.

$12.90; May, $12.05.
$11.90;.May, $11.47

J.

C.

Jobnsen
623

1--

A

II

TPPP

606 Douglas Avenue

I

1--

las

.

DarugiUN

&
Ave.

Son

i

B

Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo-gis- t
and psychoraetrist, during her
found at
stay in Las Vega3 will
El Dorado Hotel, room 3. Can be engaged for evening entertainments.
.
Receives on Sunday.

'

fiI

:

;

P

J.Hll.MJf

g
The most
world are in jail.

kit

Murphey's Drug Store,
East Las Vegas, N. M.

I

,

supplies sometimes
Typewriters'
mean bunches of violets and boxes
)
of bonbons.

1--

Christmasjs Near

v

oerptlitig at eastern prices

$2.754.75.

'

Money and Stocks Market
New York, Dec. 18. Call money,
nomlnaL Prime mercantile paper 5
5 2 per cent Mexican dollars, 44.

some Articles to please '

The nicest and largest assortment of Hand-Paintand Imported China ever displayed in theCity.
A well selected line of Cut Glass.
Headquarters for Gift and Children's Books.
v
All the late Novels, Bibles and
Prayer Books.
Elegant line of French Perfumes.
Christmas boxes of Fancy Writing Paper.
' Clean and new line of Toys, Dolls and Games.
A sweet line of Gunthers and
Huylers Candies
Silver and Ebony Comb and Brush Sets, Manicure
Sets, Shaving Sets and Mirrors, Collar and Cuff
boxes, Military Hair Brushes, Christmas Cards
and Booklets, Safety Razors, Sewing Baskets and
, boxes. Good Cigars put up in Christmas boxes of
'
12 and 25 cigars.

a new $350.00 'Monarch" Mahogany Piano made
by the Baldwin Co.

we .nmsEEnrMM.

ternoon for Wagon Mound where has

a nice farm.

s--

you from our varied assortment.!

Phone Main 3

PERSONALS

r t

4

I am sure you'fr find

Buy Goods at Home and Help Build Up the Town

N. M.

Our

;

Be a Lao Vegas Booster

CO.

Albino Gallegos and daughter de
parted this morning for th,eir home
at Las Conchas.
W. T. Hand of Loa Alamos spent
yesterday in the city registering at
the Castaneda hotel.
E. F. Horn, of Foust, N. M., Is a
recent .arrival in the city registering
at the New Optic hotel.
Dr. W. P. Mills was caned up the
canon today to attend
sick pa
tient at the home of Trinidad Marti

FIVE

ey's Dfiig Store

UNTIL CHRISTMAS
3 )i ;,.

tiful line of Christmas"
novelties consisting1 of

Smoker's Sets, Panel
Mirrors, Ink StandsXol-la- r
and Cuff Boxes,
Tobacco Jars, Shaving
Sets, Jewel Boxes, etc.,
etc In fact our
numerous to
mention in detail. Our
prices, are right, call and

...

13, 1909

Only 5 Shopping Days

and we are to the
front with our usual beau-

Toilet Cases,"" Military-

DECEMBER

r

i

Here

SATURDAY,

MA

ORDERS SOLICIT

J,

V

i

LAS VEGA 3 DAILV OPTIC

SIX

8ATURDAY,

DECEMBER

18, 1909

GOLDSBORO

FOR MEETING OF

Classified Mumisemems

Dec. 18. The
annual meeting of the
New Mexico Educational association
will take place at Roswell, December
The attendance at the edu
cational association has increased
steadily from year to year, reaching
the highest mark at the Albuquerque
meeting In 1908. From all indication
the meeting at Roswell will exceed in
attendance all previous conventions
of this kind. The outline of the program for the general session follows:
Tuesday Session, Dec. 28th Evening

Santa Fe,

AT

Broivn Trading Go.'g
1
1
1
1
--

-

1
1

$25.

Good 2nd. Hand Open Runabout,
Good 2nd. Hand Open
Buggy, $35.
Young Jersey Cow, Cash or Easy Payments.,
Good
old Horse, good size.
Saddle Ponny.
D.urham Cow, just fresh.
at

Phono Main OS. Bridge Street

A man to do Janitor work.
the Las Vegas Hospital.

WANTED

Call at

TRADE
MEN. LEARN BARBER
Short time
required; graduates
earn $12 to 130 wek . Moler Bar
ber college, Los Angeles.

NEW

MEXICO

Adrian

Kabeyrolle

pastor.

First mass at
mass at 10 tu m.

at

ar

tJcfp Wanted, Etc.

CHURCH
CONCEPTION

OF THE IMMACULATE

7

a. m.;

Sundar

second
school in

English and Spanish at 3 p. m., ia
Spanish at 1:30 p. m. Rosary and
benediction of the blessed sacrament

Las Vegas
Leading Feed and Grain Store
;

CHOIR LOFT

AND

N. M..

NEWS

There are Jtwenty-fiv- e
candidates for
admission to the bar at the January
term of the supreme court, eight rt
them on examination and seventeen
upon certificate.

8 O'Clock.

7:30 p. m.

General Session.
for English speaking
Presidents' Address.
r-4
on
p. m., and
Tuesday
Announcements.
a. m.; for Spanish speak
Social Hour.
on Thursday 4 p. m., and
Wednesday Session, Dee. 29th
at 9 a. m.

Catechism
children on
Saturday 10
ing children
on Saturday

Morn-- !

ing, 9:30 O'Clock.

Session.

General
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF 80 R
Debt of the Public to the
The
ROWS, Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastorJ
Schools"
A.
6
m.
Second mass
First, mass at a.
Mesilla Park.
Hon.
Horam
Hadley,
8 a. m.
Sermon In English for the
Most Vital Needs of the New
"The
children.
Hymns rendered by the
Mexico Public Schools

children under the direction of the
G. A. Richardson, Roswell
Sisters of Loretto.
Third mass at
"The Education of an Educator ..
10 a. m. Sermon in Spanish. Masses
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, Albuquerque.
in Gregorian chant or in music,
"Waste In School Management"..
rendered by a choir of mixed voices.
Supt. J. E. Clark, Santa Fe
At 7 p. m., vespers and benediction.
Afternoon Two O'clock.
Section Meetings.
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE SOCIETY.
Institute Section, 3 to 4 o'clock.
Regular services every Sunday mornCounty Superintendent's Section, 2
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even to 3 o'clock.
ing at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall,
High Schooland College section,
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
2 o'clock.
2
Schools
section,
Elementary
BAPTIST CHURCH Main avenue
o'clock.
and Sixth street, O. L. Bishop, pastor.
Evening Eight O'Clock.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Preach
General Session.
ing 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. B. T. P. U.
Hogg,
Lecture Hon. Alexander
6:30 p. m. Good singing, special music.
'
Fort Worth, Tex.
You are cordially Invited to attend
Thursday Session, Dec. 30 Morning,
these services. The house will be
,'
8:15 O'Clock.
comfortable.
Council Meeting.
y
Conference Music and Drawing SuFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
pervisors, 9:45 o'clock.
W. o; W. hall Elgh'th street.
Hogg,
Lecture Hon. Alexander
Sunday school and church services 10:50 o'clock.
at tha usual hours-- At the 11 o'clock
rervir.e Dr. B. S. Gowen will occupy
tht pulpit. Members and friends of
the congregation invited to attend.
.

For Sale
FOR SALE Two soft coal burners
Anrl nna wnnri hiirnpr
Annlv 1011
19!U
Sivth ctrool

.

FOR SALE On gentle, fine
pony. See D. H. Grant.

saddla

The board of territorial bar exam
iners decided
that the chargas
brought against Attorney Fred A. Mc
Donald, of Clovis, Curry county, have
not been substantiated, but took no
action on the application of Mr. Mc
Donald for admi'ssion, not expecting
to take action until an indictment
has
pending against Mr. McDonald
been disposed of.

Good match team, cheap.
hundred pounds
Weight twelve
Governor Curry has received from
each. Also wagon and harness. InSecretary of the Interior Richard A.
quire J. Huaziker, City Hall.
Ballinger, copies of all bills thus far
FOR SALE Flr3t-clasNational cash Introduced in congress affecting New
Mexico or any of its people, with a
request for recommendations on the
.
inauire unage Ear.
nj
same. Quite a number of local bills
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de-- are included In the batch and GovFIRST PRESBYTERIAN.
CHURCH
'
scrlptlons. Notary seals and records ernor Curry and Attorney General F. Rev. Norman
Skinner, pastor. Douglas
W. Clancy are examining them close
The Optic office.
avenue and Tenth street
ly and will write their opinion to the
tOLD newspapers for sale at The Op- - secretary of the interior within a very
Morning worship and sermon at 11
Bible study and Sunday school
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
o'clock;
short time.
session at 9:45 a. m. Young People's
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul society at 6:45 p. m. The church exlivan has approved the application of tends a most hearty welcome to all
RENT Five-rooFOR
furnished the TTte Creek Ranch company, Cbas people. Strangers and sojourners in
house. Furnished rooms' with bath, Remsberg, et al, of Raton, for reser the city especially welcome.
$1.60 per week and up. Call 618 voir construction to use waters in
FIRST METHODIST-EPISCOPAGrand. Phone Main 428.
winter already appropriated,' to re
claim 940 acres at a cost of $3,000 church, cor. Eighth street and Na
The dam will be 43 feet high. This tional avenue, E. C. Anderson, pastor.
was application No. 205. Applications
Sunday School at 9:45. Morning
Nos. 228 and 230 of the same company preaching service at 11 o'clock. Theme
;
SALESMEN
To carry
best
on Cieneguilla and Nine Mile creeks "Paul's Dying Testimony." ' Junior
"and largest line of souvenir PostIn Colfax county, were rejected
League at 2 : 30 p. m. Epworth League
cards in country, Sart 1910 with big
me
waters
been
bad
ap
at 6:30. Evening preaching service
already
money maker. Gartner & Bender,
for the Eagle's Nest prtf-- at 7:30. Theme, "Isaiah and his Vi
propriated
Dept. S., Chicago.
ject near Cimarron.
sion." Prayer meeting Wednesday
evening at 7:30.
Carl Leopold, proprietor of the Pal
A cordial invitation is extended to
ace saloon at Roswell, was yesterday all to attend any or all of these serRESIDENT MANAGER WANTED
committed to the county jail to serve vices.
,
To represent an article that is more a sentence of
sixty days Imposed in
of a necessity than a cash register district court two
8T. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
years ago after
or computing scale in the store or a
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 Na
stove in the home. A most profit- pleading guilty to the illegal sale of
able and satisfactory business that liquor. At that time Judge William H. tional avenue. East Las Vegas, ft. M.
Fourth Sunday in Advent, December
ia always active, always making Pope suspended sentence during good
1309.
19,
behavior.
was
affladivit
Holy Communion 7:30, Sun
made
However,
who
its
control
those
for
money
to
'the
district attorney that he had day school, 9:45; morning prayer and
sale in their vicinity. Exclusiva
territory assigned to the man who again violated the liquor law in Bell sermon 11.00. Tuesday, St Thomas'
'
can devote his time and Rome, capi- ing to minora, and additional to the day. Holy Communion, 10:30. Satur
tal to it. Address R. L. Doran, new charge, Judge Pope ordered that day Christmas day. Holy Communion
President, 1274 Washington Blvd. the old sentence be carried out. Gate- - 7:30; Holy Communion and sermon.
.
Chicago, m.
wood & Graves have instituted ha 10:30.
This church is open dally for pri
beas corpus proceedings to test some
constitutional points in the case and vate prayer and meditation.
attempt to get the defendant out of
MACHINE and hand sewing done Jail.
PILES! PILESI PILE8! r
reasonably. 712 Fifth street
Williams'
Indian Pile Ointment will
U
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. cure
Blind,
Bleeding and Itching Piles.
EXCELLENT Table board, home Sullivan, has granted
two appllca- - It absorbs the tumors,
allays Itching
712
Fifth
meal.
25c
per
cooking,
Hons foivwater appropriation in Taos at once, acts as a
poultice,
gives
street
county, subject to the usual provisos instant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
under which these applications .ir-- Ointment Is prepared for Plies-anHANDKERCHIEFS and linens pur- granted on tributaries of the Rio
of the private parts. Sold by
chased at , . Farnham's, 712 . Fifth Grande. One is No. 291, by Alexander Itching
.mall 50c and $1.0. Wildruggists,
street, stamped free.
Gusdorf and Parker M. Black, of liams' Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland,
'
Taos, for 3.8 second feet of watT O. For sale by Center Block Dreg. Co.
There are some big surprises ahead out of Miranda Arroyo on the Crtsto-va- l
of the young man who thinks he unde la Serna grant, to reclaim 70'i
With the people who are satisfied
derstands women.
acres of land at a cost of $19,000. The
to
drift on the tide, the tide is generaldam will.be 65 feet high. Ths other
out
running
ly
Pneumonia
application ia that of Alexander Gus"In treating pneumonia, says Dr. dorf for four1 second feet out of
'
W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "the
the same stream on the same grant
One
only remedy I use for the lungs is This dam is to be 65 feet high and
of the
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While, 820 acres are to be reclaimed at a
best Invest- of course, I would treat other symp- cost of $10,000. Both projects are to
toms with different medicines, 1 have be "completed by, June 17, 1912. Q'
f menu to be found
fin the city of Las Vegas tused this remedy many times in my
today Is an Optic want ad. It
medical practice and' have yet failed
J
Looking One's Bes
will
bring you results. Whether
f
to find a case where it has not conIt's a woman's delight to look her
you want to sell something
trolled the .trouble, I have used it bvpl, but pimples, skin eruptions,! sores
or buy something, you
Joy. Listen! Buck- myself, as has - alci my wife for and bolls rob life of cures
Halve
them: makes
'
Arnica
len's
can't lose. Only
.coughs and coldsrepeatedly, and I
the skin soft and velvety. It glorifies
trou- - ta
little
most
.and cheerfully
the face. Cures pimples, sore eyes,
ble to try ,
It as superior to any other cold sores, cracked lips, chapp-e'
this
to
Infallible
for
my
cough rpmedy
piles.
knowledge." hands. Try it
For f ') by all dealers.
25c at all drugiats. i
FOR SALE!

.
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ASSOCIATION

EDUCATIONAL

twenty-fourt-h

PULPIT

FROM

HEARD

the
"The Peace Movement in
Prof.
Schools"
J. H. Vaughan, Agriculural College.
11:00 O'Clock.

Business Session.
Afternoon.
Sight-seeinValley trips.
Evening Eight O'Clock.
Oratorical Contest.
Wednesday afternoon will be devoted to meetings of various" sections,
principally, the Institute Workers'
section; County Superintendent's section; High School, and College section, and the Elementary School sec.
tion.
One of the most helpful features of
the meeting will be the lectures and
addresses by Hon. Alexander Hogg, of
Fort Worth. .Tex., who has .long
been a prominent ngure in national
educational circles.
On Thursday evening will occur the
fifth, annual oratorical contest of the
New Mexico Interscholastic Oratorical association, when the representatives of ten high schools will compete
for the first prize In public speaking
with one another and four representatives of the higher educational institutions will vie among themselves for
first honors.
The attractions as arranged by a
local committee are many and interestingathletic contests on the afternoons of December 28th and 30th,
several receptions, so arranged as not
to interfere with the 'serious work of
trips
the convention, and sight-seeinthrough the valley on Thursday afternoon, will add greatly to the Interest
and profit of the trip.
"

g

g

No Case on Record
There Is no case on record of a cough
or cold resulting in pneumonia or consumption after Foley's Honey and Taf
has been taken, as It will stop your
cough and break up your cold quickly.
Befuse any but the genuine Foley a
Honey and Tar In a yellow package.
Contains no opiates and is safe and
sure. Red Cross Drug Co. and O. .
"
Schaefer.

A

Lady Who Lives in Goldsboro
Joins in the Chorus of Praise
for Cardui, The Worry's

Tonic
Goldsboro, N. C "A physician treated me for many distressing symptoms,
writes Mrs. Etta A. Smith, "but gave
me no relief.
with neuralgia around the
"I suffered
-- a u
i
trmihlpil at times with IDT
head. I had pain in my left side, bowels,
left thigh, shoulders and arms.

"After taking Cardui, I am now well
it to other suffering
women."
lust such doubtful symptoms, as those
from which Mrs. Smilh suffered, are the
ones for which it will pay you to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is at such times, when there is nothing to show, for certain, the real cause ol
the trouble, that you need a tonic, to give
the body strength to throw off the illness
that evidently threatens.
Take Cardui, when you are ill, with
and can recommend

as a tonic, to prevent illness, when you
leei u coming.
Your druggist keeps it.
N. B
Writt to- -' Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chaff.
fpr Special
nnofa Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn.,
book. Home Treatmeal
Instructions, and
oa
request
sent
ia plain wrapper
lor Women"

Women don't take any interest in
eolne out camping to catchfish, be
cause there is so much mora sport ia
catching men at home, and Its tea
'
times a3 easy.
--

"J

Health Is More Expensive Than
Any Cure
This country is now filled with people who migrate across tha continent
in all directions seeking that which
s
of thim
cannot buv.
are suffering from throat and lung
trouble or chronic catarrh resuiung
from neglected colds, and spending
fnrtimps valnlv trvine to regain lost
health. Could every sufferer but un
do the past and cure that first neglected cold, all this sorrow, pain,
nnriAtv
nd exnensa could have been
avoided. Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy is famous for Its cures or corns,
and can always be depended upon.
ttoo it nnd thA more serious diseases
may be avoided. For sale by all dea
lers.
111

Nine-tenth-

Our idea of a foolish woman is one

who is afraid of a mouse and Isn't

afraid of a man.

.

For Rent

L

Salesmen1 Wanted
side-line-

Business Chances

Miscellaneous

.
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OF. PRICES

THE REGULATION

Choked to Death
is commonly said of babies who have
died of the croup. How unnecessary
ta Mn child ever had the croup
asreason
no
is
in
their
why
is
lines,
western
A
reported
politician
without having a cold or cough at the
the press as about to Lead a new cru- sociated capital taking great risks oturt. If vou will stop tne nrs. symp enterprises, tom nf thn rnueh with Ballard's Howsade against, all railroad and corpor- in developing great
there is no danger what
ation property Reformers like Mr. should be less favorably treated or hound Syrup
ever of croup. BOIU Dy euier Dioua
than
return
receive
less
private
any
Roosevelt and'Mr. Taft, whose purDepot Drug Co.

pose is simply to curb, restrain and capital Invested for purely personal
regulate the exercise of corporate ends. To do it would be unjust dis
It's imagination, that makes people
power, without any" confiscatory ef crimination, would bring enterprise believe
they are having fun when they
fects, are far too mild for him. He to a standstill, and would be to put are
being plain fools.
just
insists that there must be one kind into effect the socialistic doctrine of
of law and justice for him as an in- arbitrarily taking property from those
The Correct Time
dividual owner of property," and en who own it and distributing it by a
to stop a cough or cold Is just as soon
an
law. There is
tirely another kind when a number of process of
as it starts then there will be no
owners of property associate them other question which suggests itself danger of pneumonia or consumption.
Hore-hounselves together and make use of their if
justice is to be meted Just a few dosesof Ballard's
will
start
the
at
taken
Syrup
on
the'
If
out
to
capof
profit
pro
everybody.
joint belongings for purposes
the cough. If it has been running
fit, as well as for the development of ital engaged In transportation or man- stop
on for sometime the treatment will
the country and the general good,
ufacturing i3 to be thus drastically be longer, but the cure is sure. Sold
When the gentleman settled in the "regulated,"- why not also that which by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
west he perhaps took up government is engaged In producing foodstuffs?
land at $1.25 an acre. Others settled We must eat or starve, and the
Next to weddings and funerals a
near him, a town grew up not far farmers are combining everywhere to woman gats the most satisfaction out
away, the farms were 'improved, and nut un the Drice of everything, and of religion.
after some years would sell readily are growing rich faster than any othfor $100 per acre. What does he pro- er "class In the community.
If you desire a clear complexion
etate
take
have
Foley's Orino Laxative for constiincrereg
to
to
we
unearned
are
the
If
do
with
going
pose
and liver trouble as it will stimpation
of
ment? Does he consider that it be- ulation of cost of anything and
ulate these organs and thoroughly
extend
let
to
it
the
impartially cleanse your system, which Is what
public tn( any way? By combination,
longs
no mean's. It is the just reward of his to the cost of everything, and to all
needs in order to feel well. Red
dross Drug Co. and O. Q. Schaefer.
own foresight in selecting a home, combination's.
of his enterprise, energy and industry
Stung For 15 Years
ia developing it, the motives and re
Wigwag "The Bible says man is
trying many made of dust." Guzzler "Is that so?
wards which alone have settled the i by Indigestion's pangs
doctors and $200.00 worth of medicine
west and made flourishing communi in vain, B. F. Ayscus, of Ingleside, N. No wonder I'm always dry."
ties of it. But when in the course C, at last used Dr. King's New Life
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
of such a development it becomes Pills, and writes they wholly cured
cure constipation, bilious- quickly, strengthens the lungs and exnecessary to set on foot larger en him.' They
ness, sick headache, stomach, liver, pels colds. Get the genuine In a yelterprises than any individual Is cap kidney and bowel troubles. 25c at all low package. Red Cross Drug Co. and
numable of carrying through, and a
n O. Hnhaefer.
druggists.
ber of people looking also for a just
reward unite their means and their
energy, often to meet heavy losses,
they are told that when they do
and build up a great business
and make a rich domain of what but
for them would have remained a
wilderness, there can be no reward
OF A GOOD BANK
for them beyond a minimum rate of
Interest on the amount of original
t: Is important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
capital invested. No matter how valuable the property grows, nor what
IjThe right Bank connection will be a material
it can earn at fair rates, everything
investment
help to your every day business.
but interest on the first
;
must go to the public.
This Bank has a successful record of safe,
Truly a great and wise scheme for
conservative banking from the day of its orencouraging enterprises and building
ganization. '
up the country. How many young
men would ever have come west hao
WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS
they been told they would never be
permitted to sell their farms for more
than the $1.25 an acre they paid for
them, and that if they sold products
off them, for more than Interest on
actual cost and the cost of running
OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
the farm, the surplus must go Into the
CAPITAL- and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
public treasury. The mere fact that
the railroads, which are largely for
" JEFFERSON KAYNOLDS, President. '
public purposes, and for the public
E. D. RAYNOLDS. Cwhier.
HALLETTKAYNOLDS.
Asa't Cashier
benefit, exercise the right under the
in
domain
eminent
of
building
state
t

even-hande-
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of getting
Kern an hydraulic press the time of day evening for the purpose
re
Green
check.
his
Engineer
reduced
is
pay
the
bushing
the applying
of
in
engine
Raton
to
turned
charge
from six to two hours making a sav
1650 of the Las Vegas division
ing of $2.16 per bushing or $1.32 per No.
FAME
vibich had been sent to Raton for one
240
of
An
bushings
average
engine.
are applied every year and at saving trip..
AS INVENTORS of $2.16
passengers
There were thirty-on- e
each a total saving of $518.40
the Raymond & Whitcomb special
the
pn
is received through the work of
ANNUAL MEETING,
which passed through this city yesterdevice.
(By Mrs. 8. P. Colby)
Denver was the center of the Great
ANTAF. MECHANIC
AT TOPEKA
MEXICO.
, NEW
Thp.se devices are used for forging day afternoon. The party occupied
It is due the citizens ot Las Vegas, American Desert. We of the southPERFECT. SEVERAL
NEW
and finishing brake shoe kjys out of two Standard Pullman cars and car- who
west
have
watched
wave
the
cultiof
by their efforts and money made
DEVICES
old scrap iron. The first device Is an ried their own diner. Thy are
barit
for our mesa farmers to vation spread over the
to
York
possible
New
City
points
from
for
bulldozer
to
the
forg
attachment
ren plains and mesas, until that pora
occupy
with
coast.
prominent
their tion of
place
I
ing the key to shape. Two keys are on the Pacific
desert land between Denver
SAVES
Conductor C. A. Smith piloted en- products in the New Mexico exhibit and thfl Gulf
forged at one time in one operation.
coast
disfast
country
These are cut apart and bent to shape gine No. 1464 and 1217 to Shoemaker at the great land exposition held in appearing. The Tribune's js
land
great
Calito
to
the
the
Chicago
up
ma
give
pick
of
Recently,
through
!n one motion. The two pieces
yesterday morning
E. J. McKernai,
show will add many an oasis of cultiSupervise, 0f Tool.,
some
of the impressions gained
in fornia limited which was delayed two press
chinery have proved economical
vation throughout the southwest dur
Prove. Valuab.e Man to
the Ripl,y every way. Keys were formerly forged hours and twenty minutes at that by one in daily attendance at the
the next tew years.
Road-- Hi.
ing
show.
Invention. Both Econo-n.c- at a rate of 250 per day and at a cost plac on account of engine No. 1204
The demand for farm lands, espe
In
the
first
will
The
an
and Practical-ot- her
exihithe
accident.
with
place
say
engine
Note, of of 16c each. With the new machina meeting
cially cheap, lands has never been 60
the Railroad World.
fin output of 3.000 to 3,500 keys each broke a Fide rod which knocked loose bit arrived at the Coliseum in tip-tosreat. People in a! walks of life are
condition
to
cock.
careful
owing
packing by anxious to invest their
('ay is maintained at the same cost a blow off
Dec.
savings in
c f
The Santa Fe
labor. The keys cost only about
Engine No. 1464, one. of the new Mr. Thornhill. In regard to location land. James J. Hill, the nation build
Railway shops at
cents each. About 175,000 keys typa of passenger engines being used and space, we were justly considered er of the
hare been the birthplace of more
Tickets on sale Dec. 26 to
northwest says: "The con
are
made and used every year and it on the Coast lines out' of Albuquer by Mr. Hening, who recognized the sumers of food
.uvtDuons and improvement of rail- the
world
throughout
29 Int. 1909
passed through the city yester prompt and generous assistance given increase four to five million annualother railroad 17 estimated that1 upwards to $19,000 que, enroute
7uue
is saved annually1 by the device.
to the Duke city from the him by Las Vegan3. It was imposshops
day
the wor.d. Not beeause
Good to Return Dec. 31, '09
ly." There is' no more farming land
they
This is but one example of the in Baldwin Locomotiva Works at Phi sible to display the whole shipment In
t"e .argen shops 0f their kind in
the United States today than there
a
and
of
is
is
each package togethwhat
portion
wr.a out because it la the policy genuity and the efficiency of the men ladelphia. The engine
ever was except as we reclaim those
of the Santa Fe to
the Santa Fe Raiiway. known as a balanced compound and is er with all the grains In sheaf and
encourage such employed by
portions
generally regarded worthless.
were
bulk
on
1200
,
exhibition.
placed
type running
things among tbeir employes and to The Santa Fe is a road that believes not as large as the
is said that about 85 per cent of
I wish to emphasize the fact that It
in a constant improvement in every out of Las Vegas. The 1464 la a sudonate to their services in
land
whatever
in the United States available
department and they are also firm perheater with all modern appliances. New Mexico received loyal support for
way possiblewhether It be
is already taken up. If
by giving believers in
farming
9
from
the
men
Santa
No.
on
Fe
here
arrived
the
the
The
engine
theory that
Railway. Their this is true, how
uuie ana leisure to further their
necessary it Is for
who work at their machines every Thursday evening in charge of Engi- interest in advertising this particular
plans or building and
on salary to secure a
equipping for
people
working
are
section
Nel
value
men
the
them a miniature
which
neer Chapman and Fireman Earl
who realize the
day
their road pasthrough
of the remaining 15 per cent
workshop where and the
need of new devices. They son and took out train No. 3 yesterday ses was pronounced in nrany wayB. portion
they may perfect their new Ideas.
i
before the price prohibits. Get busy,
f.i r
are
given every chance to make good afternoon in charge of Engineer Hugh Thousands of people who never saw
.' Every few days an announcement
man. Don't wait. Do It now.
an Indian, an adobe bouse, or a string young
and almost every week tells the Qulgley and Fireman Wolfe.
of some new time and
A gentleman selling land in Alaba
money saving
of
of chili, were constantly passing the
another man who has con
v,ue comes to light and the article story
ma and Mississippi, tells me that as
Santa Fe exhibit in such number that
may be of immense value to the tributed to the good of the. railroad
$100 Reward, $100.
far
back ah 1860 when our population
The readers of this paper will be during certain hours several policemen far back as 1860 when our
company at its immediate adoption on world.
population
the system or it may mean a gradual
pleased to learn that there Is at least were required to keep the crowd mov- the
people were on farms. . We now
one dreaded disease that science has ing. Attractive literature was
ume ana laDor saving scheme which RAILROAD NOTES
gener' have a population of 90 million in the'
been able to cure in all its stages, and
wlil mean little in actual money mak
Eng!ntT George Sells has reported that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure ously distributed from the adobe United States of which 36 per cent agricultural country, and as such we
bouse relating to New Mexico in gening value but much In the perfection for duty on engine No. 1646,
is the only positive cure now known
are on farms. Is it any wonder that should work, unceasingly that New
or machinery and necessary work.
Fireman J. F. Jackson has reported to the- medical fraternity.
Catarrh eral, and San Miguel county near Las all food stuffs for both man and beast Mexico with her splendid opportunities
The latest series of new mechanisms for duty on engine No. 1214.
being a constitutional disease, require, Vegas In particular.
are steadily advancing In price?'
I stays before the people.
From an educational point of view
a constitutional treatment Hall's CaLas Vegas has passed through a
All111' Llltf I Il il DilnhD lsmA.
Brakeman
on
Stuart
is
marked
up
think
not.
iruxu
muuj'o
tarrh Cure is taken internally, acting this great Land and Irrigation exposithe mechanical mind and clever hand the off duty board for a few days.
lane without much of a turn until
long
Nev Mexico is spoken of as dry
tion stands far ahead of any exposi
now. The dawn of prosperity for thia
of E. J, McKernan, supervisor of tools
Conductor E. B. Blair has been as directly upon the blood and mucnous
of
system,' thereby de- tion ever held in .Chicago, so far as country not susceptible 'to cultivation
section never was brighter
in Topeka. Mr. McKernan has not signed to regular duty on the coal surface tne the
foundation of the disease,
without irrigation. This erroneous particular
stroying
stopped at one device, however, but he run at Hebron.
and giving the patient strength by scientific cultivation of the soil is con- oj.inlon, wa3 noticeably overcome by than at tbe cose of the year 1909.
of the past have become proEiiKineer Jack Lowe has reported building up the constitution and assist- cerned, both with and without irrigathas just completed a number of tools
the splendid showing of farm products Skeptics
moters of the present. Faith and perwhich will be made and placed In use for duty on engine No. 1213, relieving ing nature in doing its work. The pro- ion.- It confined the attention of peowithout irrigation on the mesa. severance have
prietors have so much faith in Its cur ple to land and what it produced. It grown
won, and the Meadow-Citat the Topeka and other shops along Engineer jFishburn.
The exihibit from Las Vegas was an
hunative
one
offer
that
power,
Fortuna
was
they
will
,
"Land
Show."
reward.
its
R.
strictly
F.
reap
the system. The devices are (1) a
Ettinger, "seal grabber" in the dred dollars
any case that it falls ately it took place at the psychologic- object lesson stronger than words.
crank axle turning machine, (2) a local yards, is compelled to lay down to cure. Sendforfor
is believing, and I find most
list of testlmonals. al moment when land
Rich Men's Gifts Are Poor
hungry people Seeing
wheel lathe tool holder, (3) a high the pencil and book for a few days
- ,
Address F. J. Cheney & Co.; Toledo,
are
from Missouri.;.
people
beside this: "I want to go on record
Ohio. Sold by druggists. 75c. Take were seeking information.
speed flue sheet cutter, (4) a hydrulic on account of sickness.'
The success of the Tribune's Land as saying that I re ear d Electric Bit- Principals and teachers of both nub- press for bushings, (5) and (6) two
Engineer Chapman and Fireman Hall's Family Pills for constipation.lie and parochial schools fairly begged Exposition was so great that it has;trg
ona oI the p.eateBt ms tnat
Nelson deadheaded back to Raton yes
brake shoe key devices.
become a permanent affair, and 1 trust Goi haa made l0 woman- - write3 Mrs.
The first new device a cranlc axle terday, having been sent to Las Vegas
Sympathy, for people in trouble is certain portions of our exhibit for edu
that the people of Las Vegas, and our
RhlneTault. of Veata1 Center. N. T.
pretendin3 you feel as bad for them cational purposes. Pupils were ins mesa
turning machine is for the purpose of In charge of engine No. 1464. ;
farmers will send a better and
from
can never forget what it has done i
to
each
tructed
literature
gather
turning up the in3ide crank axle gear The snow flanger which has been as they would pretend to feel for you
.
1
I
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At .ln
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no ju- U1C,- ft , 1 VVJBt
lit: A I. 10,11.
exhibit and after careful reading pre- .uiuitJ wiujcic
iutjvuviq
'Utopia;
of balanced compound locomotives. laying in the local yards for the past if it was your trouble.
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11 1
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whatever
uul
paper
pare
The Santa Fe has been buying a num- two days enroute east from the Belen
It qulck
body and Jubilant health.
them most to be read and discussed It would be a good plan for each far-'
A Religious Author. Statement
ber of these locomotives and It Is a cut-ot- f was sent on east last night.
sleeplessness, ly cures nervousness,
to
mer
make
ot
some
a
kind
of
these
puspecialty
school.
the
before
Many
Rev. Joseph H; Fesperman, SailsConductor Sam Bowen will be in
el8ncnoly. headache, backache, faln'tvaluable tool to have in the shops and
is the author ot sev pils will be farmers some day, and of grain, fruit or vegetable, for exhi- - lnp and dizzy spells; Boon builds up)
who
N.
C,
ury,
a
few
for
all over the system. These crank axle the passenger service,
days
eral books, writes: ''For several years through the enterprise and foresight bition purposes. We are before east- - the weak, ailing and sickly. Try them. M
bearings wear out of round more rap- - handling Conductor West's run who
was afflicted with kidney trouble and of Tie Chicago Tribune will know ci u pcuyitj uuvr iu u ijkw
'
ugui as an ovu at an uivfSJDtn. ii
last winter I was suddenly stricken millet1 from broomcorn, sugar beets
idly than the outside pins and must be is off duty on account of sickness.
Conductor Dan Reed of the Raton di with a severe pairiTn ..my kidneys and
maintained in good condition to prefrom turnips before leaving the gramsent overheating and failure. Main- vision handled second No. into this was confined to bed eight days unable
assistance.
My urina mar school. It is surprising how few
without
to
up
get
account
on
afternoon
taining these bearings by hand is cost- place yesterday
contained a thick white sediment and people in the east ever saw alfalfa,
ly and unsatsfactory. It requires a at the ihortage of passenger conduc
passed same frequently gay and millet, sugar beets, kafflr corn and
NEW YEAR
CHRISTMAS
skilled mechanic from 25 to 30' hours tors.
night. I commenced taking Foley 8 ntilo maize. We are called a nation
39.
No.
Train
the produce train, pas Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradual of
to rue up a crank axle bearing by.
''globe trotters", but since this- land
and finally ceased and my
hand and when finished the crank is sed through the city last night en- I ly I abated
. V .,....
n.mn1 T , 1T"f 111! Mk. show I am convinced we are quite proHOLIDAYS
T.
u""
V, Bryant
very liable to be out of quarter and route VSt. Conductor
commenu poiey s jviuucj ncumuj. vincial in regard to farm products outout
the
train
of
crew
had
ind
charge
Scnaefer. side our immediate locality, It was
Red Cross Drug Co. and O.
the original throw changed. The
crank pin turning machine will finish of La Vegas.
a wise scheme to place the products
Bnsineer H. B. Garvin is taking a
The girl who accepts a man seldom of the south and southwest before peoa bearing in from five to six hours.
on account of takes him at his own valuation.
Excursion tickets will be on sale Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30, 31, '09 and
The inside cranks of about one hun- a lav on' for one trip
ple of the north and east The whole
ns'ie No. 1650 being sent to Raton
Jan. 1st. 1910 to all points on the A. T. & S. F. Stations in Colodred and fifty balanced compound loto
country is bound
profit by it.
end
north
of
the
to
shortage
owing
Become
rado, New Mexico andTexas, (El Paso Line) good to return tip
When Rubbers ,
Necessary
comotives are overhauled vach year
Men connected with the colonization
and including Janiird. 1910 at the reduced rate of one and
to
And your shoes pinch, shake Unto
so the ..saving by the machine over freight engines.
department of the Santa Fe Railway
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will
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r
shoes
Nelson
John
your
one
third fare for theround trip.
Engineer
the hand method is quite large. The
cures told me at the close of the exposition
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around"
No,
1225, while En septic powder for the feet. It
engine
cost:
painful, swollen, smarting, sweating that their office had already felt the
$20.35
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handled the regular
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hours behind its schedule.
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Next Week
You Will

Is not only to select an article
that pleases, but something that
always remains a source of satis- faction and delight.
j
The "UNIVERSAL" coffee percolator brings to the table every
day in the year a pure, wholesome
and invigorating beverage. We
offer them at same price as
where in the U. S.

Buy-Cand- y

'

;

18, 19W

Tiio i3r of Giving

F
'

DECEMBER

Perhaps not much or at' heavy cost but if you are
to any extent in touch with the spirit of the Season
"you wjll buy SOME and in order that you may do
so intelligently please examine the below list of

,

.

sweets offered by

THE STORE

c-

,.

TINTS

-;

,-

ALWAYS BUSY,

Remembering always that we sell only

''Pure Goods

WE 8UOW IX BULK CANDIES

At 10c and 15c

.

'

A

s

Very Fair Trade Mixture
Polar Mixed
Broken Taffy

At 20c and 25c
Starlight

Cocoanut Lsooum
Fancy Cut Mixed
Ice Cream Kisses
Victoria Chocolates
Haslequin Jellies

Peanut Crisp

Kisses

Home Caramels
Cocoanut Fig Squares
Horehonnd Drops
Jellies Creams -

Fancy Crimp
Variety Drops
Jelly Beans
Marshmallows

LOCAL NEWS

FOR USEFUL

3

with Napkins to match.
A full line of Battenberg Scarfs, Table
Centers and Stand Covers all inJpura

this morning after lots of persuasion
and the assistance of a local aato
machinist the stubborn auto was induced to "move on."

Po
5SS

50

Fancyv Towels for' Dresser Scarfs.
Pillow Tops, ancy Stamped Linens and an
endless varietvi in all House Linens.

ijo

Winter apples delivered at your
home for two cents a pound. Call

S3

5c, 10c, 15c, 20c, 25c,

0

S0,

sizes at per box

35c, 40c, 50c, 60c 65c, and 75c.

Kjur rnae
flour a year now and the only complaint we ever
had was made by a family who had been using these
other so called high patented flloure. They said
it made the bread so ood that they used too much
flour. Can you beat that? Try a sack and be
convinced at jour grocers. If he offers you
thing just as good or better, phone us as we know
it has a few equals and no superiors. Then too,
if you use Graham flour, Whole Wheat flour,- - or
Corn Meal flour, ask for the las Yegas product as
we1 warrant them
strictly high class, and freshly
made.

';V Phorie Main 131;

D. W. CONDON
y-

-

-

eir

andies

All Kinds of Coal, Wood and. Coke. Pine and
V Pinion Wood ;

Phone Main

if You Are Particular
mnd Cofee
In Your Selection of
yo Gain Picaso You

-

f

shown in Las Vegas.

We do not blend our oym stock. We leave
it to Chase and fcianborns
experts. That is
t
their business. Our business is to sell

most acceptable

,

.

.

Candies.

that is why we are

.

.
STERILIZED
. .
by our methods.
, Our methods, , appliances
and supplies are the best

Cho- -

''

.

colates and

Tke Best of Everything Eatable
;

-

'.

A

gift.-Als- o

a fine line of bulk

1

-

v.-

best selected, line ever.

7

"

'

boxes. HThe largest and
-

.

'

!:

Tern

A

Christmas ,i

known'

"
.

j

i
,

I. H. STEARNS,

Crcssrs, Dutch era and Baker
-

The evangelical churches and the
Y. M.,C,,A. are planning to hold a
watch-nigh- t
meeting at the Y. M. C.
A. on New Year's eve. It fa probable
that asocial will be held during the
early part of the evening, which, woald
service
" a religion
be followed
WU jfnidnight
which wop'
1

1

"

r

'tif,
r ' ((
i, Rosenthal vs. Alfred II. T,i n, v, :.. h has been hangwme tiem lq the court of
ing flre
waa dismissed this
Judgo r it. Jiui-rsafter jon and au; uifl out of court The
case was for the cisUection of three

"

i

;

....

"1".

i.--

'

' Pore things to Eat

;

promissory notes given il.r!c. Kelley
j
by Mr. Lujan, Kelley indorsing the
notes over to Wm. Rosenthal. The
'
total of the three notes amounted to
:
$75 but it seeme that one of the notes
was a forged note and a compromise .
was in some way,, effected between
the parties., ,
v.

"THEY ARE FRESH"
Make your selection before,
the assortment is broken.

.'

r'

Barbarin Bros, Albuquerque; Tito
Melendes and Bonifacio Gandert, Mora; 1W5,0. Childers, Oklahoma City;
kJ. C. Dryburgh, San Francisco; C. E.
Simpson, La Juna, are late arrivals at
La Pension tot el.

!

...3

MAIN
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LI

all of whom regret her
from the Meadow City.

:

'

...

'

Miss A. A. Hood, operator at Hebron, visited the city this afternoon
from her station near Raton.

"THE COFFEE MAN"
OPPORTUNITY

Knocks now! Lands around Las
Miss M, R. Kohler, grand high ma
Vegas will never again be as
tron of the. Order of the Eastern Star,
cheap as TODAY. Home people
arrived In the city this afternoon
should buy. now for future profrom Silver City. Miss Koehler will
fits. See the bargain, list of
be present this evening at a special
meeting of Ransford Chapter No. 2, HARRIS REAL ESTATE COMPANY.
O. E. S., at which she will address
the members of the order.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
Rabbi J. S. Raisin will deliver an you. At the Lobby, of course.
'
address at the Y. M. C. A. tomorrow
afternoon at 3:30. The meeting will
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourboa
be for men only, and all men are in- at the
Opera bar. Served from bar'
vited to attend. Mr. Raisin is very rels ob the bar.
popular amongst the men of Las Vegas regardless of belief. He is also Caratalr's rye served at the Antlers
a good 'speaker. Tomorrow's meeting only. '
should be well attended.
The best draft beer In the city. At
HARVEY'S OPEN ALL WINTER. The Lobby, of coarse.
Everybody has a good time at the
mountain resort, famous for its Pabst's draught . beer oa Up only
bountiful table, comfort and health-fulness. at Opera bar.
Carriage out Saturday's.
Leave orders at Murphey's.
Everybody reads The Optic

Por

Cent

On All of

;

asm

Oar Boys' and Children's Softs and Overcoats

For Next 13 Days
As we find that we are overstocked on
Boys' and Children's 'Suits and Overcoats, we have decided to give this

25c1o$5.GO
.

--

:

.

of Dldhmlng Plants and Cut
AlsoPenty
J'-..$

Boucher's

departure

'"NFti

if

s

.. ..
,
':,,
.:(..
A Christmas Present That Lasts a Lifetime.
.... !( ..
t
x

v,--

)

-

20O FINE BOSTON FERNS
.

at

Trial is to Buy Here Always.

BIG REDUCTION
Las Vegas
$4.00 Suits.
$3.20
Steam Laundry
50
3.60
5.00 Suits,
4.00
5.50 Suits,
4.40
6.00 Suits......
4.80
6.50 Suits....... 5.20

Flowers"1

'

Grfeeiihbuses
Las
Vegas
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,
Prop.

-

:

7.00

Suits,

Suits, ...i--

-

a

i

5.60

'

,,

,

A

by Telephone Promptly and
'
Carefully Filled.

4

;

:

iK

We would be pleased to
serve y ou.
,

V

Chase and Sanborns Sole Agents

u

We have a full line
to select from.

JOHN A. PAPEH'S
Orders

UTS

AND

1

are a safeguard against the
DANGER OF DISEASE
We WILL NOT knowing
ly accept bundles from in
fected sources and everything we wash is
THOROUGHLY

"

"

v -

Our Sanitary
Methods

Put up in fancy holiday
'

HOW"

--

Foot of Medn St.

21

S

Celery

M. C. A.

;

,.

The business men's class of the. Y.
Dr. Mitchell Miller, the osteopath,
is fast growing to be the now has his office and .residence at
most popular class of the association. 800 National. Office hours, 2 to 6
The class now has twelve members p. m. Phone Main 175.
who are taking an active, part, in the
There, were Several sleighs out to
sports and other things.
V
day taking advantage of last night's
The automobile belonging to ,Wm snowfall. ' Ther merry Jingle of the
H. Harper "balked" last night in bells Were first beard "this winter
music put cheer into the
front of The Optic office, and refused and-thto go any further. It is not known air. Hundreds of youngsters were
whether the machine', waa froze up running about with sleds, snow bal
or if the "sparker" was not working ling and making merry in general.
lust right, but any way Mr. Harper
Mrs. A. L. Mitchell, formerly Miss
had to walk borne, leaving his' ma
chine to the mercy of the cold wintry Agnes Callahan of this city, departed
winds all night. - About 11 o'clock this morning, on delayed, No. 8 for
Salt Lake Clty where she goes to
join her bnsbandS who went to Salt
Lake some time ago. ' Mrs. , Mitchell
was weir and favorably known in Las
Vegas, where she has many friends,

TIED

i

;

-

.

"!

the time
to order
your
Christmas
Turkeys
Cranberries
and
home grown

r

Las yegas Roller Mills
....

Now is

C. U. Strong returned this after
Get the best at Nolette'li 'barber noon from Santa
Fe, where be went
shop.
to join his daughter, who is in attendance at the Sisters of Loretto
The neweBt line of neckwear In the Academy. Miss
Strong will leave tocity at Taichert's, 75c ties for 50c.
morrow for Mora, where ehe will
spend the holidays with her parent?.
The remains of the late Mrrill G.
V
Rouse were shipped today to Kansas
Wonderful assortment
of Christ
City for burial. The remains were ac mas gifts. Low prices. Souvenir. Farn- companied by Mrs. Ida Rouse and ham's, 712 Fifth street
Mrs. F. P. Mprganston, mother and
sister of the deceased.
Miss Iris Smith, accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. Alice .Smith, and
Winter apples delivered at your brother, Nye Smith, departed this af
home for two cents a pound. Call ternoon for her home ' in Plymouth,
Olive 6052.
i
v
Tnd. Miss Smith is quiteill and was
taken to the depot in the ambulance
METALOGRAPHY HOME
of the La Vegas Undertaking com
SETS at Mackel's.
.
pany.

0

...

PIIONR BIAIN 107 '

SIXTH STKEET

The remains of the late William. S.
Gaar will be shipped to Atlanta, Ja.,
Something new all the time. We
tomorrow afternoon for burial, acand sell every day. May & Hile,
buy
of
companied by Mrs.. Gaar, widow
Bridge street
the deceased.

We Have Been Making

r

VAJ

Snndt

In Fancy. Boxed Goods
to

-

Jake Graaf,

.

4

CV

Olive 5052.

Misses Cora and Bertha Sundt are
to arrive in the city this
expected
Cars will run only to bridge until
from
Denver, where they are
evening
bridge Is finished;
in , attendance at the University of
Denver. They will spend the ChristBuy your toys and Christmas tags mas
holidays here as the guests of
at Mackel's.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. M.

Glace Creams
Buntes' Confections
Chocolate Caramels
Cream de Mentha Jellies Nut Top Creams
Nut Top Chooolates
Bitter Sweet Chooolates Chocolate Fugolettes Asst. Fancy Creams

A splendid variety in

5x3

Am-

Linen.

No more cars will run on boulevard
Si-- '
line until bridge Is finished.

S

Fine Mexican blanket at O. MaloofV.

At 35c, 40c and 50c

1--

83

Xmas Presents 1

1

i$

v

WEATHER REPORT
December 17, 1909.
miniTemperature Maximum 34;
mum 11; range 23.
Precipitation 13 in.
Forecast Tonight generally fair
continued cold; Sunday fair, slowly
rising temperature. v

I

is cue Store

rp A'full line of Linen Hemstitched Table Cloths

LUDVJIG Wtn. ILFELO,

K

CDis

XTFACQOp

We handle none but the best The Ederheiner
Stein & Co.
"
'
fRA GOOD MAKE.

EX.

The ' Boston Gtothing iJozsco ;
M. GRELNEERGZR, Prop.
.
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four thousand. The social center of
course is quite distinct from the business center, which Is at Broadway
and Thirty-fourtstreet or the centShort Orders and Regular Dinner
COSTLY CITY
er of population which is near the
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLEr
East river In the lower part of the
city. For several years this imaginary point which marks the vortex
of those activities which furnish enSOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
NEW YORK LAYS CORNERSTONE
tertainment and gossip for large numbers of intellectually sterilo people
FOR ELEVEN MILLION DOLPHY8ICIAN8
i CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &. A.
has been moving steadily northward.
LAR EDIFICE
This year there has been a halt in
M. Regular comDR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
this movement, due, it is explained,
munication first and
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
81G SAVING TO GOTHAM to the fact that an increasing number
third Thursdays In
of the socially elect have given up
each month. Visiting Office, Chafin's Livery Stable, Phone
the maintenance of houses in the
Main 1.
cordially
brothers
Father Knickerbocker Now Spends a city and have transferred their residub.
w.
m..
Calls answered day or night
ln. ued. Geo. H. Klnkei.
Million Dollars a Year In Rents
dence to the fashionable hotels. The
H. Bporleder, Secretary.,
Man- - geographical boundaries of the city's
to
Saved
Claus
Santa
Young
HAMMOND
DR. E. L.
hattanites Social Center of Metro social sphere are significant for none
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DENTI8T
of those who appeared in the coveted
Knights Templar. Regular
Determined Ten Thousand
polis
blue book reside more than three
Has
conclave second Tuesday In Suite 4. Crockett Building.
Live on Accident Industry John D.
blocks east or west of Fifth avenue.
residence.
and
office
phones at
each month at Masonic
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warn.
S.
e
Tempi, 7:30 p. m. John
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occupied by those who are entitled
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
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LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
New York, Dec. 18. With little of Washington Square
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
ern limit is the upper end of CenMasons.
Regular
Arch
,al
'
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone formal ceremony, New York is today tral Park. A large number of course
convocation first Monday In
entering upon the task of erecting reside in the fashionable sections of
Main 67.
each month at Masonic
M.
R.
the most costly municipal building Westchester, Long Island and New
Temple, 7:30 n. m.
H.
Chat.
H.
ever reared in America. At one of Jersey. It Is probable that within a
P,
Williams,
ATTORNEY8
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.oorjeder,
the last public appearances of his ad- few years more the steady
all the
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business
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fashionable
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Law
Attorney at
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into
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of
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New
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Knights of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas
will be confronted
meet every Monday
the new $11,500,000 city office build- that New York
Mexico.
all of its sowhere
situation
a
evening In Castle
by
to
ing which, when completed, Is.
S will be
to
Hall, Visiting Knlghta
a
entitled
capital
house the various departments en ciety
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
are cordially invited.
boundaries.
its
outside
I. P. HAVENS,
gaged in carrying on Father Knicker(Not Coal Land)
Chancellor Commandof the Interior, U. S bocker's business which now entails Thousands of People Always Looking
Department
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For Damages Frem Employers.
Laiid Office at Santa Fe. N. M, Nov the expenditure of $175,000,000 yearC. M. BERNHARD,
1909.
The
astonishing fact was brought
near
the
23,
ember
stands
ly. The building
Keeper ol Record and
Notice is hereby given that Lena Manhattan entrance to the Brooklyn out this week at the public hearing
Seal.
on the employer's liability law that
Isaac, of Watrous. N. M., who, on Bridge and is to tower twenty-fiv24, 1908, made Homestead En
are 10,000 persons in New
there
all
the
in
stories
the
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air, overtopping
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SW
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No.
Sec
for
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try
whose
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principal business Is the
other skyscrapers around City Hall
ONION OF AMERICA MeeU first
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Twp.
and
month
prosecution of claims
of
each
a
preparing
is
to
be
twentyand third Wednesday
really
P. Meridian, has filed notice of In ten park. It
at Fraternal Brotherhood halL W. tion to make final commutation proof, eight story structure, the three lower for damages against public service
principally the street
A.. Glvena, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hil- l, to establish claim to the land above floors being below the surface of the corporations,
The statement would
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be
street.
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Robt.
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before
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completed
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Smith, Secretary.
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quarters there. In spite of the tre ers" who follow up street accidents
each
fourth Tuesday evenings
(Not Coal Land)
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Visiting
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Will Santa ) Claus Be Good?
ness of falling oft street cars or pre
All visiting brothers and sisters? are 14 N. Range 20 East, N. M. P. Meri
If Santa ClauS is appreciative of
cordially Invited. Mrs."" Sarah A. dian, has filed notice of intention to
tending to be injured in other ways
Mrs. Ida make final five year proof, to estab personal favors he will deposit a for the sole purpose of
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recovering
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in
sock
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present
lish claim to the land above described, particularly
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In spite of the fact that a
before Robt. L. M. Ross, U. S. court of the proprietor of one of the best damages.
number of these frauds have
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of
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at
he makes1 his, annual rounds next
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January,
4, meet) every Monday evening
Claimant names as witnesses
week. The deb which the old gentle- sent to, jail the Industry continues
their hall on Sixth street. All visit
Marcos Castillo, Euseblo Ahuero man with 'the
reindeer team and the and costs the transportation systems
ing brethren cordially invited to at
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
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the prevention of his exile from Man not be called upon to pay.
Register.
O. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
hattan Island. With the dlsaDoear- - Nobleman Wanted to Drain the Fam
ous Zuyder Zee.
Half the people who are disappoint ance of individual homes from the
NO,
The recent adventures of the Dutch
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
ed in love never realize it till they city a movement which goes on with
nobleman who sought to Interest
102, meets
every Friday night at are
married.
steadily increasing momentum each
their hall In the Schmidt building,
there seemed to be every pros John D. Rockefeller in the project
year
west of Fountain Square, at eight
of draining the Zuder Zee and who
A Religious Author's Statement
pect that the children's patron saint
o'clock." Visiting members are corinvaded the Rockefeller stronghold
would
be
exiled.
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salis
As ev
permanently
at Forest Hill in a
auto-dially welcome. Fred Phillips, presibury, N. C, who is the author of sev erybody who is familiar with the ave mobile in
dent Jas. Lowe, secretary.
an effort to reach the
New
York hotel apartment
eral books, writes: "For several Tears rage
Standard Oil kind evidently stimuKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- I was afflicted with kidney trouble and knows it not only has no chimney
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number of other family hotels so of devotion throughout the services
A piece of red flannel
dangled in
old St, Nick bids fair to retain and afterward were rewarded by the
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front of him makes a frog hopping
UD MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL mad.
hts foothold here in spite of the dang opportunity to shake hands with Mr.
Brotherhood ha'.l every second and
ers that threatened him for a time. Rockefeller along with other mem
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
Meanwhile the pioneer in this move- bers of the class. When they reached
It's a Crime
run. Visiting brothers always welthe scion of Standard Oil millions
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for
child
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meeting
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special
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ing brothers are cordially invited.
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"tr EXPERIENCE functions ordinarily fulfilled . by the "but I never talk business on Sunday. You can submit your proposal to
home.
me in writing. If it interests me I
Where the Social Center of New
will communicate with you; if you, do
York is Located.
not hear from he you will know that
The social center of Nevfifork
cannot entertain it." The disap
is now located at
d
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Copyrights Ac
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quickly
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COMET

who therefore

lived almost unknown
to those about him.
The old "darkey" who received the
card studied It 'for a full minute.
"Sense me, Colonel," he said, "but
I don't bleebe nobody by dat name
come down here dls mawnlng."
"This morning!" returned the other. "Of course not! Mr. Blank baa
lived here for months. You know my
name well enough, and I haven't been
here a day. Do you mean to say you
can't remember a man who has made
his home here since some time last
winter?" '
"Ssuce me, Colonel; sah,V began
the bid man, deferentially, "but you
must know sah" as if uttering the
subtlest " compliment "dat idereTSf
gemmens what can make demsels
more notorious In one day, sah, dan
odder gemmens does In a year, sah!
Companion;

WILL

STRIKE EARTH

MAY

'St. Louis,

18

,
Dec. IS Rev. C. M.
S. J., the astronomer of St.
Char-roppln-

Louis University, lias been making Interesting telescopic observations concerning Halley's comet, which, he
says, will begin to be visible to the
naked eye in April. Father Charrop-pi- n
has recently returned from Flagstaff, Ariz., where he mada observa
tions in the large telescope of Dr. Low
ell. "At any time," he says, 'In October,' the comet appeared like a mere
point of nebulous matter, but now it
begins to develop a tiny little 'tail,
somewhat curved. With a good teles
cope it will easily be found in the
not far from the bright red star
Aldebaron, in the consteliatlon of Taurus.
"In all probability the comet m&y
not tffe seea with the naked eye befora
next April, and then it will be a difficult object to perceive, as the
comet will be near the horizon In the
morning. We should look for it In
the constalletlon Pisces, the Fishes,
near the northeastern horizon, before
sunrise.
"ADout May 14 it will be a conspi
cuous oDjeci in tne eastern suy a
"tgnlficent sight, which will be
by early risers. After May
is it will be seen soon fter sunset
on the western horizon, with its tail
moving forward. Every night thereafter It will be observed a, little farther from the sun, and consequently
higher In the sky, until it will fade
away from sight; but astronomers will
Still follow it in thslr telescopes for
mqntns.
The comet will reach perihelion, its
est approach to the sun, the night
lay 18, and as It swings Its appen'

.

Hy-ade-

"Dear me," sighed the fond moth
er, "I don't know what the children
of the future are coming to. I bought
my youngsters a toy automobile and
they ran over a cat, smashed two
vases and rubbed all the paint from
the parlor chairs."
,
"But I thought you took the automobile away from them?"
"So I did"; and now 'they have
bought a toy aeroplane and scraped
all the paper off the celling and upset the canary cag3." Chicago News.
ADVERTISED

Letters remaining uncalled for the
week ending December 17, 1909.
John Atkins; Mrs. E. L. Bryant; G.
S. Biagi; Mrs. G. de Cordova; L. P.
Conover; Felix Crespln; PrudencioDo-minguez- ;
Arthur Feragen; Rev. Harry Graham Gray; L. S. Hobdy; Sra.
Eutim laLopez; Miss Eloisa Madrilf
Juanita G. de Martinez; Mrs. Ciudad
A. P. Moore; J. A. Shanahan; J. Pedro
Velasquez. f
Letters held for postage and better
directions:
Mrs. Walter Andrews, Chicago 111.;
Albino Lopez, 815 California St.; Miss
Ida M. Harkness, Hages care Santa
Barbara tine and pale co., N. M.
Post cards held for postage and

tall of the comet, consisting of very
tenuous matter, will not even penetrate our atmosphere. We will pass
quietly through at the rate of eighteen
f
and
miles a second, without
suspecting that we are within the tail
of a great comet.
"Astronomers expect a transit of the
nauiJuna of the comet nr.rnsa thA snn'a
disk iiiut-th- e
least deviation in the
comet
may upset the present
Such a transit should
calcinations
deterimlnswpfttfier the neucleua is so
lid or not,Tit (unfortunately, this
lQ?i-- . w
en during th
phenii
e invlsitrteln Amerip.
one-hal-

V-fiat-

Mr. 'G. S, Hob3on, Phoenix, Ariz.;
Miss Hermiene Frick,
Switzerland,

Europe.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letter."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.

h

ABSOKBLtTS

The Correct Time
to stop a cough or cold 13 Just as soon
as It starts then there will be no
danger of pneumonia or consumption.
Just a few doses of Ballard's Hore-houn-d
Syrup taken at the start will
stop the cough. If It has been running
on for sometime the treatment will
be longer, but the cure Is sure. Sold
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.

Estray Advertisement
Not ice Ms hereby given to whom U
n
concern that the following de
"What Is the price, of peacoithey crlbed estray animal wan taken up by
John S. A. Martin, Socorro, in. m. 14
talk so much about?"
f
One bay mare, about
Ex'feet
furs."
of
a
now
It
is
,'. "Just
hands
weight about 700 pounds.
high,
'
'
.
,
change.
10 yrs. old.
t
about
,,
K
Branded
4
.': '
Teacher Tommy, 'what is a float
SA3
On left hip One bay'mari. about' 8 years old,
VT;:
ing debtr
Tommy A balloon that ain't paid weishtabout 7UP pounds.
5
'
Branded
t '
for Cleveland Plain Dealer, v'
nn loft ohnii.ljlnr .
iff
nnknjbwn to this
Caller What I like about your flat , Said animal
Board, unless clsmed by (owner on or
Is its fine large closets.
before Jan. 3, ISiU, said ''date being 10
Mrs.iWrenter
I beg your pardon,
ays after last appearance or mis ad
the
out er you've been looking, at
vertisement, said estray wilj be sold
bedrooms. Chicago Tribune..
y this foard for the benefit of the
owner wnen found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
... "Women can stand pain far more
r . Albuquerque, N. M.
if '
heriocally than men. I know It by
1st pub. Dec. 14; last pub. Dec. 2V09.
experlencei"
J
"What are you, a doctor?"
Efctray AdVertlsemsiJt
Filiegende
"No, a shoemaker."
Notice' Is hereby given to woom it
Blaeter.
Kav concern that the following deicrlbed esiray animal was taken up by
f
Maude What do you think. That T J. Odom. Wlllard. N. M.
t:
One dark chestnut sorrel
bold, handsome Jack Gldday tried to
13
hands' high,, blazed face,
mare,
church?
flirt with me in
white hind feet.
Ethel Where was he sitting?
I
Branded' ;f
Maude Three seats behind me.
On left shoulder
'
,
...
Boston Transcript." ..
Safd animal being unknown to this
'
.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
"Who Is the titled foreigner your before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
daughter'., Is to marry?"
"You'll hav to excuse me," said vertisement, said estray will be sold
Board' for the benefit of the
'Mr. ' Cumrox,, with? ' embarrassment ly this
found.
when
cwuer
instructor I hired to teach me
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
to pronounce his5name hasn't, arrivAlbuquerque, N. M.
"
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09
ed
Washington Star.
To-wi- t:

.

.

p:j

'

To-wi-

;

MR

'

'

.

jet
'.

','.-

-

"

Maid of Athens, ere we part,
Never, mind about my heart.
Give, oh, give me back the ring
And each fair, srpensive thing
That I sent you, and each notei
Which in those dead days I wrote

They are what the jury says
Indicate 'the damages!
,
Judge,
.

Southerner, noted for the liber
ality of his tips, stopped at a Balti
more hotel where colored porters pre
dominated. His name was speedily
known to every member of the erv-Infraternity, and his' every wish an
arrival he
Jltlcipatedi go'iti "after-hisent his; card to a friend who made
bis home In the hotel, but whose
r temperament . t uppenert to oe quite
the opposite of that
calt
i
er retiring, nt given to "tipping" or
any other . f m of sociability, and
A

s

open-hande-

DECEMBER

18, 1909

Eatray Advertisement.
Eitray Advertisement.
Notice I hereby given to wh'im it Notice 13 hereby given to whom It
may concern thtt the following de may concern that the following decrlbed estray aslmal wa Uken tip by scribed estray animal waa taken up by
Antoni Rigonl, Roy, N. M.
M. P. Tabner, Portales, N. M.
One brown mare coit. 5
One cow
months old, mane and Uil very dark, .
Branded
E white spot in forehead.
On left 6houlder
t&zt
Branded
Branded
On left hip
tliS
On left ribs
Said animal being unknown to tola
Branded
Board unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance of this adar mark
vertisement, said estray will" be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
One cow.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Branded
On left ribs
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 21, '09.
Ear mark
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by
on or may concern that the following de
before Jan. 3, 1310, said date being 10 scribed, estray animal was taken up by
B. Stephens, Tucumcari, N. M.
days after last appearance of this ad- J. To-wmare,
vertisement, said estray will b sold about 14 One sorrel chestnut,
hands high, about 11 years
by this Board for the eneflt of the
mane.
roach
old,
owner when found.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOA&D,
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec 24, "09.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
Estray Advortisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom it days after last appearance of this adsaid estray will be sold
may concern that the following de- vertisement,
scribed estray animal was taken up by by this Board for the benefit of the
owner
when found.
Sherman Chalmers, Colfax, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One white pony mare, 14
Albuquerque, N. M. "
hands high, weight 700 or S00 pounds,
scar from wire cut on left front foot, 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24. '09.
about 7 or 8 years old. ,
Estray Advertisement.
Branded
Q C C
O U U Notice is hereby given to whom It
On right hip
may concern that the following deBranded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On right shoulder
Thos. McGrath, Roy, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One gray horse, about 12
Board, unless claimed by owner on or year3 old.
before Jan. 3, 1910,' eaid date being 10
Branded
G B
days after last appearance of this ad
On left hip
said
will
be
sold
vertisement,
estray
Said animal being unknown to this
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Board, uuiess claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
days after last appearance of this adAlbuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09. vertisement,, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Estray Advertisement.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
Pay Grayson, Hillsboro, N. M.
Estray Advertisement.
One cow, two years old,
tfctice Is hereby given to whom It
burnt brand on left side.
that the following demay conct-rBranded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left ribs
red S. Brown, Roy, N. M.
One sorrel horse, one year
old.
Tar mark
Ml1 If
Branded
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown tr this
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
of
this ad before Jan. 3, 1910, aid date being 10
days after last appearance
be sold days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray-wil- l
by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit ot the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
i
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whm It
Estray Advep,sement.
the following demay concern
ib hereby given to whom It
scribed estray animal was taken up by m Notice
ay concern that tlie ' following de- Hewey S. Springer, Cimarron, in. m.
On small yellow mare, pcribed estray animal was taken np by
Cumberland, N. M.
about 13 Va hands high, weight about Geo. R. Hunt,
One gray horse, about 14
650 pounds, about 8 years old, black
year3 old, about 15 hands high.
markings on feet.
Branded
Branded
'
C
On left hip
fc
On right hip
to
uilmal
Said
unknown
this
being
to
this
unknown
animal
Said
being
unless claimed by owner on or
Board, unless claimed by owner en or Board,
10
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 before Jan. 3, 1910, said dateof being ad
.after last appearance
this
days after last appearance of this ad days
said estray will be. sold
vertisement, said estray win oa sow vertisement,
by this Board for the benefit of the
the benefit of the owner
by this Board
when found.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOAKB,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Dec-1- 4,
last pub. Dec. 24, "09. 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
1st

USE

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

BOSS PATENT FLOU

K

)

And You Will Always Have

v

THE

E3

THE HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROMPURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES

2,000i

tht

To-wi- t:

lbs.

20c
30c

"

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

'

:

lbs or more each delivery
"
to 2,000 lbs. "
M
to 1,000 lbs. "
to 200 lbs. "

1,000
200
50
Less, than 50

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

-

Always Good Has No Equal
, Handled By AH Dealers

ca

To-wi- t:

'

BOSS BREAD

To-wi-

yj

LETTER LIST

-

"Those who expect a great prytech- mc uispiay win oa msappoimea.
rne

SATURDAY,

per hundred

40c'

"
"

50c
75c

"

,

McGvilre & Webb

Phone Main 327

E.itray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
D. B. Sorrells, Fairview, N. M.
t:
One brown horse, about
10 years old, 4teight about 900 pounds.
Branded
On left thigh
One sorrel horse, about six years
old, weight about 800 pounds.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, eaid estray will b sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner wht n found.
To-wi-

SANITARY

CATTLE

1st pub. Dec.

14,

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N. M.
last pub. Dec. 24, '09.

Estray Advertisement.
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. L. Glover, Cedar Vale, N. M.
One bay horse, right hind
foot white, white spot in- face, weight
about 900 pounds.
Branded
11
I
On l?ft. shoulder
To-wi- t:

-

Branded
On left hip

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
days after last appearaace of this
said estray will be sold
by this Board for .the benefit of the
owner when found.
"
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.

Eitray Advertisement.
Estray Advertisement.
.Notice la hereby given to wham It
Notice 13 hereby given to whom It may oonceim that the following demay concern that . the following de- scribed estray animal was taken up by
scribed estray animal was taken up by E. E. Van Horn, Santa Fe, N. M.
M. P. Tabner, Portales, N. M.
One bull.
One cow
Branded
PTiJ
Branded
On right hip
On left ribs
Ear mark
Ear mark
Said animal being unknown to this
' Said animal being unknown to this Voard, unless claimed by owner on or
or
on
owner
before Jan. 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
Board, unless claimed by
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 days after last appearance ot this ad
days after last appearance of this ad vertisement, said estray will be sold
vertisement, said estray will be sola by this Board for the beneflfe-.o- t
the
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
Estray Advertisement.
'
Estray Advertisement,
Notice 13 hereby given to whom it
Advertisement.
It
Estray
Notice Is hereDy given to whom
may concern that the following deNotice Is hereby given to whom It may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken up by
may concern that me following de scribed estray animal was taken up by Thos. E. Harrington, Santa Rita, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by S. P.; Sorrells, Fairview, N. M.
One two year old light
One dun mare, two years chestnut sorrel mare,
Johnnie McGIlvary, Estancla, N. M.
with whitB
t:
;
One light dun pony, black old.
face and white feet
mane and tail, black feet.
Branded '
Branded
Branded
C On left shoulder
'
On left hip
L
On left hio
Saict animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner cn or Beard, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
days after laBt appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
owner when fonnd.
owner '.hen found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
. CATTLE SANITARY
CATTLE SANITARY BOA'rtD,
BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Bvc. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09. 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.
To-wi-

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

LJ3

f--

pub.

Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereuy given to whom It
mav concern that the following oe
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. S. Hateiy. Silver City, N. M,
- One
sorrel mare, white
hind feet, weight about 600 pounds, 5
or 6 yeat3 old, broke gentle to ride.
Branded
On left hip '
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910. said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY B0A2.D
Albuquerque, N. M
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09,
To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice 13 hereby given td whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
R. J. McCart. Hachita..N. M.
small gray horse,
One
about 14 hand3 high, about 8 years
To-wi- t:

old.

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3. 1910. said date Deing lu
Estray Advertisement.
davs after last appearance of tola ad
whom
It
to
Notice la hereby given
vertisement. said estray will be sold
may concern that the following do by this Board for the benefit of the
waa
taken
animal
up by owner when fonnd.
scribed estray
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One horse,
.
Albuquerque, N. M.
. J .J
T
I
lUiueu
1st pub! Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.

,

-

Vv

-

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

To-wi-

San Miguel NatiOna IBank
$100,000.00 of Las V egas $30,
OAPITAL PAW

SURPLUS

in

COO. GO

J. M CUNNINGHAM, President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President. -

D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier..

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

To-wi- t:

Estrav Advertisement,
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that .the followlns de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Trinidad Lucero, Santa Rosa, N. M
One" horse mule, 6 years
old, black.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this a1
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit ot the
If there is anything you want, The owner
when found.
Optlo can get It for yon. If it's some
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
thing you don't want, The Optic can
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09,
sen it for yon.

One horse.
'
Branded
J
On left hip
gfcj
Said animal being unknown to this
claimed by owner on or
Board, unless
before Jan.- - 3, 1910, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. If.
14, last pub. Dec. 24, 09
1st pub.

START NOW
can't begin yesterday, because yesterday has gone forever. Sarting today Is betber than starting tomorrow. "Tomorrow" never comes.
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You

A SAVIN.GS BANK ACCOUNT BEGUN TODAY
will rejoice your heart as you see Its beginnings grow
-

To-wi- t:

1

K

k

i

DAILY ON
ITED HERE

INTEREST ACCUMULATES

"

B-e-c.

i

into

great proportions;

v

tit
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i

MONEY

DEPOS-

...

Las Vegas Savings Bank

$&&$$
San

OFFICE WITH

Miguel NevtionaJ Bank.

